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Feasting as

on Ponape,

Socio-Political Process of Chieftainship

Eastern Carolines '

                                   ' AKITOSHI SHIMIZU
                                                    Hiroshimd Uhiversity

This paper discusses the structural relationship between chieftainship and

feasts in the traditional culture of Ponape. The feast is an impQrtant element-

of prestige economy; and anthopological theories suggest close functional

correlation between chieftainship on the one hand and,･prestige economy,

and redistribution in particular, on the other. However, ･the relationship

between the two should not.be regarded as merely functional. Structure and

process are 'the two aspects of any social, phenomenon-the former being

synchronic and static, and the latter diachronic and dynamic. Ponapean

feastings are a string of procedures which are patterned as a program; at the

same time they have a synchronic aspect, i.e., construction of roles among

participants. A detailed analysis of this synchronic aspect of the feasting

process shows. that it is based on the same set of principles as is the class ,

structure of the Ponapean society under chieftainship. On the other hand,

an analysis of the program shows that feasts are organized as an expression

of respect to the rpain guest, through contribution of property to the main guest

and redistribution of the property and "honor' by the guest. The occasions

･on whiCh feasts are held eover almost 'all'commemorative and integrative

points ofsocial life. The people ofPonape celebrate such occasions by inviting

chiefs and paying them their respect by means of feasting. Thus, feastings

mediate political incorporation' of the social life bf the people into the

chieftainshiP. If the synchronic aspect of feastings is a metaphot of chieftain;

shiP, their diachronic aspect is a metonymy of the latter. Feastings and the

chieftainship on Ponape are not two distinct phenomena which' might be
ftmcti6nally correlated ; they are two aspects of a single socio-political system. ,

Keywords: chieftainShip, feasts, redistribution, structure and process, Pomape,

        -Eastern Carolines.

INTRODUCTION
  ' '

    The juxtaposition of feasting and chieftainship is a rather common sense theme

in the anthropological studies on Oceania. Feasting is a typical element of what

Herskovits conceptualized as "prestige economy" [HERsKoviTs 1952: 415], whereas
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chieftainship, together with the concept of "big man", is a representative type of rank

system existing in stateless sgcieties. Ethnographies have revealed that ranked

societies and pre.s'tige economy tend to pccut-'togethei., ･'"AnthroPQIogi,cal theories,

however, do not always agree with one angther,, syiSh,, respect,to the cbrrelation

between ranked society and prestige economy. In Polanyi's tfieory of'ecbriomic

systems feasting is classified as part of the redistribution system. The key word in

thg, .n,.otiQ,n.. .QI ,redistribution is "center" .or "centricit¥". In contrast to reciprocal

es.,gfiap,,,ge's' b'etweeh members of a collectivity, properties provided by members are

accumulated at the center, which expends the collected properties for the sake of

itself or the collectivity as a whole [PoLANyi 1968]. Although in theory the center

is not necessarily a political authority, political organization has a redistributive

system ･as its' "economic components" [DALToN ･ 1971-:' "1711r･･ ･Sahlips ,.summarized

the correlation'betWeen,･th`e tWdi with furtctional' tet'm's'?i'r t "' ii'Jr ' "',]' 'J'･

     ..t.'･','..,' .i. C .. .-z:. .･1･ '-l .' /. ., ･.' tl.' -. ... L･･ : . ･･- ･,., :. ., ' , ''

                                  dt.     Speaking mofe b-roadly, rLe, dis'tribution by powers-that-be serves two pur,pose.s...

     The 'practical, logistie- fupctlon-LLtedistribution=L-siuStains tbe community, or

     coMmuriity effort,:･･in a tnatetial-sense,/ ' At-the･same tinie, or alternativelyi'it

     has'' an'insttumental'fUhctiop: 'as a'ritual of comrrluniori and qf subOtdination

                      L     to 'central authority,, redistribution' sustains the' cbrporatg strinc,tUre,'Iit.self,-

     1.b,,ay, ii.s in a social sepse'[SAHLiNfi. i9?i 199]; J,i ' L1., ,,,,.: ', ,,,J'.:, ,,1..`,,.'',il -'..i

                                                          '    Functional t.cdrrelation iss always de"scribed with teleologic term-s. " Teleologic

descripti6h i,s b,.asgd dn,the assuMp!l'on tha! each of the,two.correlated m.a.qf ts. exists

independenlly pr.1,orS.;o the'teleolggicl,ggTrs},l.,.ation betwegn the twp,; Wi.th regard to

functibnql ih'ter`
p' retation, it shpuld P, e., ,difi},cult .to, ahswer ,su' gh a, qp,,estion.'qs.. 1.`Can any

specific pQlitic41 ' siystem exist Vyitho,ut,a. n ecg,,nomic sys.teni Qf redistributipn,?,?'.

    MeapwhilQ, G.oldmap used a different expressipn in, , interpretin,g t,he same cor-

relation between.pelitical system. and prgstige economy : ] , .

        ttt t
     , t: ,. i[L' ','/-: ./ . I ' . '' :"t. i' ' '. ',･i. "/'' '.1 '..;"..'t.t. '' " ' ..- i'r /;T ';,: '' '' L, ･' .; i･ , 1.i''.: ../'. `./ ..

     Erorr}･tbis,,poiny qf view,.the.bo,norific exchaq,g.es Ii.e. exchanges in ranked

     s,oc, igty] qrp a. Iapguqgf ,.pf,rituaJ,,yvh. ,ic,h･iall ,cpmi,. unicants u.se to hgnor,4nd so

     eleva.te tp a- higher rag.ral pl,ane,their cg.ngepts pf, personal wQ;th [GpLDMAN

     1979:,ftl･97],･,..,,. ,, .i.･,,･.,.,･･ ,,.,.- .,-,.`,･.,,..･,･i, ,･,･. ,,,.･.･. }.' -･.. ,1-, ･, 1

                        '    with6Ui 'L'`h'6h6ri"ficZe''kdhihrg' esj'l 'a'igiifah'gti'igl' ji hafe'66ifid 6et n'6`' ii 'c6ihin'unicants

in hierarchical ranks, and vice versa. "Honorific exchanges" are 'an integral part

of ranked society, Jn spjte. pf ,this, the.bondqge,bel･ween rank system and,-"hQnorific

exchanges" js so dynamic as to induce functional interpretation... The metaphorical

expression used by Goldman suggests that the relationship between rank system and

"honorific exchanges" can be compared to that between code and message, and

that between structure and processL
    As was noted above, it is an anthropological truism that feasting and chieftain-

shipthave much 'to do with each' other. ･ ,Nevertheless,:the fo11owing qpestion should

sound still fresh to` students o£,Oceanian societies: :`fH6w is the strUcture of.ranked

society correlated･With flionorific exchanges' as,itsLdi4chronic. 'process??' This paper
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aimS to clarify the dynamism of this correlation by describing and analyzing the case

of Ponape. The more specific problem to be answered is: In what conditions and

by what combination of them are .the chieftainship and redistribution on Ponape

realized as processive structure and structural.,process, respectively? .

, Redistribution is one iof the "honorific exchanges", the expression coined by

Goldman; feasting is only one fbrm ofthis redistribution; Although redistribution

is incidental to ranked society, .there are few cases in which political authority uses

feasting as the only available means ofpolitico-economicpperation. In Melanesian･

societies where ranks are always fluid,. the most effective strategy for gaining pro-

motion to a big-man is to hold a conspicuous feast. Before the ending of tribal

warfare, however, dauntless leadership and murdering during warfare brought

indispensable charisma to the big-man [OLivER 1955; KEEsiNG 1978; BRowN 1978].

In･Polynesia,. in general, where chief titles have beqn institutionalized into rank

systems, and particularly in those societies where,classes are segregated only to a small

extent, feastings account for a major portion of redistribution opportunities organized

by ruling chiefs. Despite this the chiefs could accumulate and redistribute property

through the people's contribution of first･ fruit and other tributes and payment of

fines [FiRTH -1965]. The higher the degree ofclass stratification, the lower the specific

gravity of.feastings [SAHLiNs.1958;mGoLDM･AN 1970]. ･r - .', L... , i. ,

    ln this ethnographic perspective,･ the chieftainship of Ponape resembles its

counterparts in those Polynesian societies whpre. class.es a;e stratified to. an inter-.

mediate degree. On this island, various economic, privileges and administrative and

judicial authority are institutionalized for the paramount, chiefs of chiefooms,

[RiEsENBERG 1968; HuGHEs 1970]. f A,lthough 'feasting.has a. relative importance

in the pplitico-economic process involving the chiefs, 'it constitutes ,no more ･than

a part of the entire processr Despi,t.e this phenomenal partiality, however, feasting

plays a prerogative role in the structure of Ponapean chieftainship: it is possible. to

understand the whole structure of the chieftainship by ob$erving,the process of

feasting. This point will beiclarified through description and analysis of the Ponape-

an feasting process. , , ,. . . ,, ,
    In order to attain the objective of this paper, the presentation of political and

social organizatiops will be d,eferred until later. Instgad, the description and analysis

will fbcus mainly on the ,process of feasting. In so doing reference will be made to

political and social organizations.as part of: the necessqry background of feasting.

 t. -.-Feasting '                              '       '   " tt tt t- ttt .ttt t t    The feast is one of many social processes of Ponape. Before going into detailed

analytical description it seems worthwhile to refer to the distinctive features of feasts,

in a'w}'.de variety of sgcial proces.ses. The Ponapean equiyalent for the English word

"feast" is kamadipw,i) which can be broken down into ka-macbdipw, meaning "to

 1) Since･data on which the'present'Paper,depends Was collected mainly in Woane,.Kiti,

 ,' Ponapean'terms are presented as 'they appear in the Woane dialecti Terms are spelled

  according to the Standard Ponapea,n Orthogtaphy [REHG: 1981],'to which I add a device
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make (ka-) people (dipw) fu11 (mad)." As this term suggests, the feast is one forrn

of meal, or more precisely, .it is a form of large-scale communal meal in the non-

domestic social context (as indicated by "people" contained in the meaning of

kamadipw). Socialcdnnotationsofmeals,especiallythoseoffeasts,canbeelucidated

most pertinently through an analysis of the behavioral system for receiving visitors.

When a family receives a guest the head of the family is expected to invite the guest

to eat as a manner of reception. On this occasion food may be offered in one ofthe

three formalities, which will be described as "basket", "sakau" and "stone-oven"

hereafter. ･ The last of these three repertoires, the "stoneLoven", 'is an entertainment

                      .tof visitors withafeast, the subject of this paper. ･ ' '
    The three types of formalities are distinguished by their' respective features.

Foods are generally classified into three categories: main dishes (kisin mwoange),

side dishes (sali), and drinks (pihl). In ･the context of feasting, these three are given

more ceremonious nOmenclatures, i.e., "contents･of stone-oven" (kengngen .uhmw),

"beasts of stone-oven" (mtin in uhmw), and "drinks of stone-oven" (pil en uhmw),

respectively. Among these different categories, main dishes and side dishes, if any,

are served in the "basket" formality ; only drinks are served in the "sakau" fbrmality,

and all three'categories are served in the "stone-oven" formality. In all social

contexts the main dish is never a restricted category, although certain people can be

privileged to have drinks whereas others are prohibited. Commoners are banned

by custom from drinking sakau (kava, Piper methysticum) privately, even if they own

it. The regulation of drinks thus distinguishes the "sakau" and "stone-ovenC"

fbrmalities as privileged, positioning the "basket" lowest.

    With regard to the materials of cooking, any available materials in the appro-

priate categories can be used for "basket", whereas the "stone-oven" strictly limits

the materials that can be used: yams or breadfruit for the main dish (or "contents

of stone-oven"); pigs or dogs for the side dish (or "beast of stbne-oven"); and sakau

or sugar cane for drinks (or "drinks of stone-oven"). Here, breadfruit, dogs, and

sugar cane are supplementary materials for yams, pigs, and sakau, respectively;

dogs and sugar cane must not be served at the feast without accompanying pigs and

sakau. Yams, pigs, and sakau are given the highest statuses in terms of the social

value, called "honor"'(wahu), in their respective categories [SHiMizu 1982].

  ' The choice of cooking method helps reinfbrce the value-based ,ranking of the

three reception formalities. The "stone-oven" formality should be materialized with

food baked in the stone-oven (uhmw). The cooking methods other than stone-Qveq

baking are collectively called aimpwoat ("pot"). These two categories of cooking

methods are ass,oeiated with the fo11owing values and meanings in the pattern of

complementary opposition: ' '･ ' : ' ･
' e' to indicate a schwa lg!, a distjnctive feasture pf the Woane dialect.. It correspqnds

  to the lower-mid vowel /s/ in the northern dialect on which the brthography 'is based.

  Attention should be' paid especially to the following spellings. h indicates that the

' preceding vowel is long.'  oa is a single lower-mid back vowek t is a voiceless retro-

  flexedlaffricate, whereas-d is a voiceless dental stop [REHG 1981]. '.
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  ･ ` Stoneroven baking .. . ' t , A iup woat,. , ,' '. .

          Superior. , ･･-,･ ･･.･.:.Inferior.'. .- .. ･, ..
          Men .･' . Women
          Public Domestic "i .--･ ..
          I`252::-s. ,"g"I' fP. T,m.al`.`¥. .,..,,･ ..･ iljl:a,,;ke.`L'.Ilp,rmg,iity･.･

                        tt '                                                     .#                                 '             tt t 't .- .tt ..- .1 t           tt tt                          '                                              '   Thus any element of guest-receiving behaVi6r distinguishes one formality from

another. In this recognitioh of di'stingtions differences are evaluated in terms of

"honor". It is in this' contgxt that the:"stone-Joven" fotmality, or' the feast3 i's

positioned highest. This is aptly reflected in customarY verbal expressions describing

the "stone-oven" formality. This guest-receiving fdrma't is one 'kind of feast called

kawawi', which means "to make o! extend wahu .Qr.honor'7. The feast is also interpreted
as the mQst deferential from of wauneki"  (paying respect). In brieC for Ponapeans,

the feast iS the most honorable way to express respect fot others. As such it is

materialized as an event･ of large-scale cOoking and communal meals based on the use

of the most honorable gl.em.ents, i.e., yams, pigs, sakau, and .the stone-oven cooking

methods2).,. , .. ,

                  JCONSTRUCTION OF"FEASTING SITE AND'ROLES '' '. '
           '                                       '                   -                                ;, ,                                         '                                       '                                    '   Although the feast as a social process is garried out within the structure of

chieftainship, it is not directly connectedlwith chieftainship. Phenomenal features

of the feast are not a me.re temporal devClopment,of the chieftainship structure.' , The

relationship between the two should be elucidated through qn .analysis of intermediary

terms that exist' between them. .'

   As a temporal process, the feast is not completely fre'e of synchronic dimension.

In general, an action group which carties out an ad hoc, collective activity iS, not

always organized as a corporate group with an established position in the structure

of the whole society of which it is a part. ` Action grou'ps found in Ponapean feasts

are one example. All the people'whO actually wofk for feast procedures are recog-

nized as ha-ving positions with specific rights and duties in their relationships･ with

other workers. These positionS, rightS, and duties are meaningfu1 onl"y in the context

of feast. As members of a chiefdom, Ponapeans,are identified in terms of their

statuses in the chieftainship soclety. However, these structural statuses of people

do, not directly indicate what they are' expected tO do when they attend a feelst.

Instead', their roles will be indicated by the ppsitiQrt they occupy in the feaSt. The

structure of chieftainship has a bearing on the arrangement of people in various

prgcessive Pdsitions at. the feast, but not dn feastin'g per se. : ., :

   -The correlation in synchronic dimension between feasting and chieftainship, is

established at least by an intermediary existence : processive organizatlo.ri of the feast.

 2) For ftrrther details on the classificatory sys'tem of'foods and;'its ¢otrelation with the

  guest-receiving formalities, see[SHIMIzU 1982,-19851. - " t
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On the basis of the idea' that the prQcess of feasting is. made･up of both synchronic

and temporal aspects, the synchronic features will be described 'and a'nalyzed first.

                          t/t .t .ttt .                           '                               tt                                                 ttPlan ofAFeasting Site . , '
    Feasting is conducted in q building which is called "feast hou'se" (nahs). Tra-

ditionally, the feast house was riot a ptoperty of individual domestic groups (ihmw,

pengin.ei nqn ihmw) but was a facility owned by..a section or chiefdom. Nowadays,

influenti,al domestig groups have-their own feast houses. In such caSes, a main

house.(imwelopw) where co-residential family members live together, a feast house,

a stone-oyen cooking house (woanuipmw), and a lavatory are constructed close to one

anothg; in. the estate (pelie"nsapw), to constitute,ahomestead. '
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                 .1 ..･ - . ･ ･ .r r- -- 'r --"r '- "' -; --1 ." '･ ,, ' .r.,
  l-"'i','Ir'ii'11-;,I'-----'/l'i','..･ '-'..1',' 'i.il'Ii,･ '･ ･'.I･･:'I-･,'･･''i--

  5,An Intermediary Type called,Mwoangthtikpafi. . .. . A.The Simplest Type oolled･AtasEipvy8Ft'

   (iit,,[t6e onel"vafith single.Side-platform")' ... ,. . .(lit.,"feasthouse on thg,ground") ..,

              Figure 1. .･Various･ Types of nahs (Feast House) . ' ･..i
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ideal model (Fig. 1). Among the yariations the most simplified fbrm, called nasopwtil,

has virtually the same plan asi that of a stone-oven copking house. -The same

structure may be 'described both as a feast house of the nasoj7wel type and a stone-oven

cookhouse. The distinction of the two not so much depends on obiective physical

diflerences as itl belongs to a matte'r oflinguistic rhetoric. Even'a,homestead without

a feast house has a stone-oven cookhouse, which is usefu1 enbugh for any feagts to

be held in the homestead, ' '
    As mentiohed earlier, nowadays quite a few households have their own feast

,houses. It must be remembered that these feast houses are in exact'cQmpli.ance with

the traditional pattern of homestead construction. As one of the material symbols

sjgnifying theL pretstige of the domestic group, the feast housg was an addition of

somethingnew to the' tinie-honored pattern. However, the feast house is a derivative

from the stone-oventceokhbuse insofar'as its'function'is concerried.

 ljleasting Roles ,. ., .. ,, ,f,., ., .,,. .,. ,,L, ., .. ,, 1.,,. ,, ".., ., ... .. .., ･. , .,･ ., .. ･ ,., .. ,.

                        '                                   '  -'iThe. various forms of' feasti house provide-valuable data, based on which the

 relative importance of elements determining the 'seating pattern and spatial arrange-

 ment ofpeople attending the feast can be analyzed. Jn the ideal model there are

 seats fbr all'kinds of,people who join in the feast (Fjg.･2), whereas in the simplest

 form-7the naseipwVl and'the cQokhouse-=';there are only･a limited number of seats fbr

 those who are indispensable fbr the proceedings of the feast. The seats fbr other

 participants of secondar.y importance are placed outdoors, due to the spatial

       -- constramt. ' - '                               - tt :ttt 'S tt'' '7 ny -' l.                                                    '. Now, let us exq,I.rl.jne,the seating arrangement at the feast held in the ndsepwel

 and the eookhouse. Thg, haslipweZ consists of a main platform (loampahntain.w)'

 and a ground-level area (nankaclei). Feasting can be viewed in general terMs 'aS

                                     ' a transaction between two parties who use the feast per se as the' exchange material.

' In-this transaction, the giyer of the exchange ･material is located in the ground-level ,

                     t area, while the taker is seated on the main platfdrm. The feast proceeds as successive

 interactions, with propertigs and symbols exchanged, betvvQen t.he giver and the taker.

 The positiona,1 ,rglationship between the main platform and the ground-lev"el area

 not only implie's the status relationship between the giver and the taker qt the feast,

 but is also functionally related to their behavlior. The ･grop, nd-level area in th, .e feast

 house is a space for work, as is the outdoor.s. The taker-receives the result of the'

 giver's work as a service Provided by the giver. ' In the fbllowing, the giVgr of feast

 vuM･ be termed "host", and the taker "guest'l, for cplnvenience o£description. Both'

ee･8.20,Sg,ag,d..g,U,eZt,h,IV,?･,8,O/rZLiS,9･gtS/rea,w,.P,`gkfiaggo,t,3,E.s,ige,pl,y,g,gscr`bgg,.asindi-,

    In the feast house based on a plan other than that of na.s' epwel and cookhouse,'

 one or two platfoii s'are added bn one or both sideg,of the central ground-level area.

 The.side platfbrm is linked with the main platform;' the central ground-level area is

 thus enclosed 'by the platforms on two or three sides. On the side platfbrm(s) are

,seated those pe,ople who are referred to as tohn kapar (lit"fmembers ofentourage"). As
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indicated by th,e fact that the feast house with the simplest plan (nasepwel, cookhouse)

does not provide seats for these people, they are not indispensable participants in the

proceeding of the feast. In no part of the feasting process is there a role for them to

play as positive actors. What they are expected to do is to witness the feast that

takes place between the host and -the guest and to participate in the entertainment

of services Provided at the feast. In･view of the nature of their role, I refer to them

collectively as "attendants". ･ - : ･ ･ .･ ' ' '･ ･ ･b,.'' ･ u:
   ' In naslipwel and the stone-oven cookhouses there are no seats for the attendants.

This dogs not mean, however, that the fieast held in this place flatly refuses the

participation of the attendants. In fact, they may be seated on the main platform or

on the ground-level area if there is enough room: Otherwise, they may stay in any

place they like on the ground outside the feast house and attend the feast. Attendants

are desirable, if not indispensable, participants in the feast. The part they take.adds

another dimension to the custom of feasting. The feast is not only a direct mter-

action, a socio-economic transaction, between the host and the'guest, but also a show

played by the host and the guest before the attendants, who eojoy the show as audi-

ence. In this respect the feast house, or more particularly the main platform and the

central ground-level area, can be regarded as the stage on which the show is

played. , ･ ･･
Individual, Group, and the Principle of Appropriation

    The social･identities of both host and guest ar'e･not simple. It would be mis-

leading to simply conclude that they are either individuals (or single statuses) or group.

In- a context where feast-giving is viewed in a comprehensive manner, people tend to

identify both host and guest as individuals. In other words, the feast can be inter-

preted as an'act of receiving visitors which one host as an individual perfOrms for the

guest, who is also an individual. The siocial appraisal which results from the feast

is finally focused on the two, the host and the guest. Thus, feasting is a contribUtion,

or a "paYing respect" in emic terms, made by the host as an individual to the guest

as an individual. If the feast deserves social appreciation, concomitant "honor" is

received exclusively by the host himself. Likewise, criticisms due to inappropriate

and deficient practices also return to the host as an individual.

    In broader social context, however, both host and guest are closely associated

with specific groups. In fact they behave as the host and guest at the feast, just

because of this association. For ex'ample, it often happens.that the main guest at

 the feast is the paramount chief of a chiefdom, while the host is the head of a section

 or a domestic group. The same feast which is recognized as a transaction between

 two individuals may be viewed, in another context, as an act perfbrmed by one group

 (host group) for another (guest group). When a feast held by a section head turns

 out to be a failure, for instance, members of the section under.his authority will be

 ridiculed by people from other sections, who conclude that the section head's feasting

 was unsuccessful because he was sustained with insufficient loyalty and dedication by

 members ofhis section. Also, in a situation where receiving a feast causes a liability
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  of whatever kind on the p4rt of the guest, the members of the group which he repre-

  sents share the lia.bility" J , , ' ' '-
      Suppose a person receives a kawawi, or a feast just designed for paying respeqt,

  he becomes obligated to hold an equivalent feast in return in a near future., , Then

  he will hold the return feast with the assistance ofhthe grQup,he represents (a domestic

  group jfhe.is a family head, or.a $ect,ion if he is a section head). Yet this obligation

  of the return feast may be put aside as an uncertain matter of the,future at the time

  when the.init.ial feast is bQing given ,td the guest. "Expression of respect with a. feast

  has an immediate consequence on the guest: his honor (va,ah,u) turns into a kind of

  deficit in his relation with the host. [ In order to ･offset this deficit and recover his

  honor the guest must wait until a group of people under hi's authority arrive at the

  feast site and pay respect to the guest himself (the head fromL the viewpoint of the

  arriving group), as well as tQ.the host. ･ This .en. tourage.fo11owing their master is

  called aluhmwuhr (lit. "to walk behind'7)., Thus,-the recipient of the feast of respect

  is notperrnitted to take his lea.ve and retum home until this group arrives. AccQrding

  ･t6 the implication ･of.'thel Ponapean- notion･ of "honor'?, the recipient of a･ fea"st

  who returned home･ without the ･arrival of"-this' group may be suspected of

  lacking respect from the members of his bwn group comparable to the respect paid

  him by the host. This suspicion surely makes the guest lose "face" (mahs). -,z Thus,

  thOasbecg::ri8?9 tO a feaSt as a guest invariably involves the group over which the gue{,t

      In order to fu11y understand the relatiQnship between an individual and a group

  as observed in feasts it･will. be helpfu1 to expand our perspective from the site,of the

  feast to the,chieftainship;society, and･to examine the pTinciple that governs the

  relationship between an.individual and a gr,oup in this wider social context. Ponape-

  an society is segmentally composed: the smallest primary groups, i.e., co-residential

  families, make up aggregates of'families. These. aggregates then constitute sectiops,

 'which in turn are arranged into a ,chiefdom in ,the･ ascending. order of a hierarchY.

  In this,segmental society it is generally diMcult to ,assume an idea of a pure individual

  as an -independent agent of.social ･process. An.indiy,idual who is .c,ommitted tp

  a: higher ･level process is a¢tually participating･-ini the social･ prQcess as the repre-･

  sentative of a lower-level group. An individual who apparently behaves aS an inde-

  pendent agent in･a social process is actually. associated with the group,to which he

  belongs. It is only that this as,sociation does not come to the surface of social process

  in an apparent form. In this respect an individual in Ponapean-segmerital society

  is generally an intermediary'between social process at a.higher segmental level and

  social group at'alower,level. ' ･ ･ , .::: ･' ' .,;
      The re!ationship between an individual and the group to which he belongs, and

  which he represents, is stressed from the viewpoint of that group, and from that on

  the segmental level where the group･is positioned.. In the higher-lev'el social process,

  however, the same person ,,acts as an indiy.idual subject.･To put it ditferently,

  a representative of a group' is,. when viewed frOm a lower-level standpoint, supported

, by the collective･contribution of.the group in playing his role. .In the higher-level
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social process, however, ･the contribution made by the group which he represents will

be interpreted as ･his own personal contribution. , . e
   In short, the representative of･the lower-level group appropriates the-collective

contribution made by the group to turn it ipto his' personal presentatiOn. .With the

notion of "the principle of appropriation" is meant,this mode of appr.opriation of

collective product of a group at a lower.segMental level by the.representative of.that

group. ･The dual social identities of an individual in- different social contexts-that

- -e-is, an mdividual as an independent aggnt and as.･the rePresentative of a･group-are

made vqlid by this principle ofappropriation.l id . ,:, .'. ･ . T ･
' As fbr structural groups, those who have the highest position among the properly

qualified members .usually ,repres'ent the gr.oups. Ih. a･ familial group--a coi'

residential family or an aggregate of co-residential families--any male members are

qualified to be its r.eptesentatives; They are ranked in accordance with generation

and･seniority: -those belonging''to' an .elder' generation are regarded higher, than

members, from a younger generation; and' among descend. antS of one･sibling grQUp,

thdse who trace descent from'an elder sibling are positioned higher than any de-

scended from a younger sibling. The two indices of generation and seniority

automatically designate the highest-ranking person among member$･of a familial

group: it is he who should represent the gro'up. ･ ' t'･ ,

   The-sectidn heads are'appointed by the･ paramoun't ¢hiefs, whbse' choice of
･appointme'nt may･fiuctuate according' to･ their personal favoir and'political Conslder-

ations. However, they usually take notice of traditional customs and actual situ-

ations･i.of the senctions' concerned.,Some'sections; are･by custdm tegarded as

belonging ･to particular matrilineal･lineages;･fbr.such a section the paramount chiefs

dare not appoint to its head a person other.than the man-who･occupies the higheSt

positioniin the f`owner" lineageLof the section. Where a section is not "owned" by

a particular lineage, the paramount chiefs usually take into account actual power

relations among the family.aggregates which are･residing.in the section, and tend to

nominate the representative of the most dominant family;aggr.egate as the section

head. The paraMount chiefs are.to be !ecruited out of the royal lineagess in which

the same principles as those operative'in the･coinmoner familial .circles-gener,ation

and seniority-select the highest-ranking per$on, who should be enthroned.

    Earlier it vvas noted that the feast is.a transaction between the･guest and the ho$ti.

This description intended to reveal the modal tendency rathet than･a rule. Now that

the principle of appropriation haS been presented, it･is probably Inecessary to present

the theme, once again in a more appropriate manner.. ･,Since feasts are held on

specific occasions depending' on their categories it is.possible to identify the,person

on -whom' attentioh is fbcused･ on sudh occasions, or the person who makes feasting

necessary. If a･feast is held to･welcome a' visitor, for':instance, the visitor is the

person who initiates,'the fea$t...In the.case of a Marriage or.a funeral･ feast, the

newly-wed couple,or the deceased is the person for whom the feast is motivatedL

This does not mean, however, that this feast-initiating person, the one who is･directly

related with.the'objective of feasting, is aut'omatiCally given the se.at.of the･ main guest.

'A
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 Interestingly, the niain guest of the feast is designated pursuant to a separate principle,

 irrespective of the feast-initiating persoh.- The principle ef appropriation is invoked

 to point out who should preside over the feast･as･the main guest:･ ', ' '

    Feasting is, as was noted earlier, regarded as ･a transactibn between･two parties,

 namely'the guest and the host. ' This recognition is made from a･viewpoint which,

 although 'being comprehensive, sitill･'internallY .distinguishes the agents involved;

 From -another all-inelusive viewpoint, howevets a feast 'asi a single･l'social process

 can be represented'by one ･individual, who appropriates the feast･as a,whole in his

' name. This mode of appropriation is welltillustrated by-certain categories of feast

 which are named afteirt individuals' ･oMces or titlesLe.g., "feast -of section head."

 In reference to this context the main' guestL is defined as the person who individually

 appropriates the entire･feast. In accordance with the ･princiPle of appropriation,

 the highest-ranking person among･all the individuals participating in the feast is given

 the seat of the main guest. Because of this unique feature of the･principle of:appro-

 priation the feast-initiating person is not.necessarily admitted as the Main guest.

 It is'possible that a'person who has.happened to attend. .the feast- to,partake of its

 entertainment, or even a-member ,of the host grbup, is given the s'eat of the niain guest,

 if he is the highest-ranking person in the feasting situation. In other words, the

 feast is in certain situation converted' intQ ･a'n :event ,.which･,.･is, completely different

 from･its initial purpOrt (vide inj}"a); . , ,The. Ponapean feast may be regarded as outstand-

 ing in this system, which designates the ,main guest depending on a principle

 totally･unrelated to the obi'ective..of feasting. 'i. ･, . . , -･ , .

    ' The fo11owing-discussion assumes.that ;the ma･in guest and 'the host "are di{lfierent

 persons, for .convenience of description. 'Special consideration is required,when

 the main guest and the hosttare identical' and when,the' persont .Who initiates the feast

 and the main guest--are'･different. . A note to .that･.effect･ Will ･betprovided'for'these

 cases. ' .. ･, '･, ･ .･g-, -･', -.l
    At the feast the seat'of the main guest･ is located .at the'tear end･ of the 'main

 platform, just in front of the wall on the left (when"v'iewed from the central ground-

 level area). .There he satidid ("sits leaning against- the wall"). i'There ･is ho noun

 directly denoting the main guest. ' :Idiomatically-he:･is referred .to as '"the one' who

 faces downwards"-(aramas me so]ipeidi). .The maintguest'is the.person:.wh6 "lo'oks

 down on" (sohpeidi) people workingJin the central ground-level.area, from the
 height bf the main platform. '･, ,`' , '' . .'' '･. ' ･･ ･.t ". ".',･.' . ,,/ ･-'''- '/,

                           '                                               '    If our perspective is confined to the situation of feaSting,･putting aside various

 relations among individuals and groups involved, it will be observed that the･main

 guest appropriates all the fruit of the work carried out by thQse workers who are

 sppervised by the host, i.･e., the representative of the hosit･ group. To be.mQre specific,

 the host as an individual appropriates the work done by the group of workers, and

 the main guest" further appropriates what the host has just appropriated. " These twQ

 types ofappropriations are effected by one and the same'Principle. 4 The relationship

 between the main gue$t and the''host (with his workers) is･ihomologous'･with the･

 relationship between the host and his workers. ' The' opetatioh Qf this 'appropriatibn
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Structural Effects of the Principle of Appropriation

Principle in the feasting situation suggests the general structure of social organizations

which are also based on this principle` '
   When an individual externally ,represents and appropriates an entire group,

whether it be a structural corporate group or just a temporary action group organized

on a specific.occasion such as feasting (Fig. 3-a), the appropriator is separated from '

the' appropriated within the group, and a social process inside the group･is carried

out on the basis of the oppositive relationship between the appropriator and the

appropriated (Fig. 3-b). The stronger the internal opposition between the two, the

appropriated members in turn tend'.to be represented by an individual in their

relations .with the initial appropriator (Fig. 3-c). . In thi's manner the principle of

appropriation works repetitiyely with its own dynamics, eventually constructing

a nesting pattern of social organizations.

intermediaries between the Maip Guest apd the Host

    The main guest and the host･ are only rarely engaged in interactive behavior,

facing each other ditectly. Between them there exist twb kinds of intermediaries:

the "standing" intermediary (menindei uh) and the intermediary at the stone-oven-

place (menindei ras). (Henceforth the latter will be refetred to as the "stone-oven"

intermediary).･ Of these two, the "stone-oven"'intermediary can be interpreted by

the aforementioned principle. He takes the lead in perfor,ming all manual labor

done in the central ground-level area and outside the feast house, in accordance w-ith

the instructions given by the "standing" intermediary. In the feast house with a per-

fect fioor' plan the "stone-oven" intermediary 'is properly pbsitioned at the Olopwoud

post, one of the central posts which is' located in the middle of the central ground-

level･area. He himself participates ih the work and leads the･action group engaged
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in the feast labor. Among others, the acts which need one worker---e.g., "Raising

of Honor" (vide inj7'a)-is done by this intermediary. Even with collective works,

the "stone-oven" intermediary normally does not allow other workers to do the

crucial procedure requiring special care and 'consideration; in particular he sees that

the fbrm of each completed work is finished as eustom (tiahk) specifies. (Below, the

"stone-oven" jntermediary will be referred to as "the leader of worke' rs" or simphy

"the leader".)
    The role of the leader is played by the host, as long as circumstances permit,

i.e., by the representative who appropriates the coliective fruit bf the work by the

action group and who contributes it to the final appropriator,'the main guest. In

the context of appropriation, the contribution made by the appropriated (host in

this case) to the appropriator (main guest) is generally described as "paying respect"

(wauneki), in emic terms. It is substantially a prestation of appropriated goods,

and at the same time an expression of loyalty to the appropriator, The, value of

"paying respect" requires the repres'entative of the appropriated group, i.e., the host

himselfto perform coptributive pro,cedures to the appropriator. The host's practice

also makes his "expressibn" bfloyalty rridre al5pealingl Witrtin' the appropriated

group, its representative (the host) appropriates the collective product of the entire

group to present it to an outsider, i.e., to the main guest. This role of appropriqtpr

is authorized by his position as the highest-ranking person within the group.･ ;His

authority within the group is raised even higher' through ,his participation in the

group actlvlty.. ･ ･, .- ･-  ' These circumstances induce the host, as long as he is able to continue working,

to serve as the leadef at the feast. However the host of the feast'is ･not'always

ready to work himself.' For instance, sttuctural'eorporate grbups (corresidential

families, aggregates of families, or sectionsi which have many duties to organize feasts

'are often represented by･,elders, - Wihen･-the representative of a structural corporate

gtoup is unable to work hiMselg owing to old age or for sonie dtherfreason, his agent

,will assume the role of leader. The recruitment-andithe role of thisNacting leader are

ascribed again by the principle of appropriatibn: the.host, bei'ng unable 'to work

himselC appropriates the product of actual workers under his authority; the actual

workers will be represented by a man who has the highest positioh among"the workers.

In other words, the aqting leader is ranked.next to the host (l.e.} the representative)

in the host group as a whole. When an acting leader works as the "stone-oven" jnter-

mediary the host himself wil1 be seated at the right front corner of the main platform,

and,from there give if any necessarytinstructiQns to his acting agent1(see Fig. 2)., z

. The other, "standing",, interMediary stands besides the cefitral' post at the･frOnt

edge of the main platform, andrgives directions relating to all,.the procedures+of .the

feast. ･ The leader and his action,group wili,proceed toatheir duties in response to the

ipstructions by this `･`standing" interme.diary. This specific.post is called Saladohn

thzihlop (roughly, "the high-god's post･to sit facing upward"), or simply Saladu ("to

Sit.facing upward").' . The'act of,the host andlor the leader to'the main: guest,･the act

of the main guest to the host,'verbal communications betwee` n the-two parties,' and
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pbysical transfer ofproperties･must normally be carried out by way of this "standing"

intermediary.             The physical position of this intermediatY, i.'e., relatjve height of the

platfbrm above the ground-leveliarea3 and his basically standing posture 'as indicated

by his title, strongly suggest his rdle arid''authority. ･ Only this'"standing" inter-

mediary is allowed to stand on the platform Without asking permission of the main

guest and those seated on the platfbrin. The Ponapean custom (tiahk) prescribes

that to stand beside seated people without asking their permission is an act of

enhancing one's position over that of the seated people; it constitutes iMpoliteness

or eve"n arrogartce ' to' others. No rhtitter whether one may be aparamount chief or

a childj one is expected to abide by thisi rule ih public' 'situations. This custom thus

iMplies that the ･"standing" intermediary, whose basic posture isi "to stand", is in a

prerogatiVe position relative to all the other participants in the feast.'' ' "

' . In fact, his basic diction is in theimperative moOd, andhe is always giving orders

        in a loud Voice. He is allowed to'order thdse who a're superior to him into others

terms of structural rank and title, His authority even extends 'over the main guest.

The normal procedures of the feast 'include no positive 'activity to be performed by

the main guestj Therefore, as long Jas the feast proceeds in compliance with the

statidard program, this intermediary would neyer ask the main guest to do anything.

However, .in case the'main guest attempts to act of his free will, hindering the

normal procession of the feast, the･intermediary may issue'an order to the main

guest. For example, if the main guest happ.ens to leave his seat at the time of the

"first squeezes" ceremony ofsakau (vide inj}'a), the inte'rmediary is required to call

the main' guest loudly and continuously from hisproper po"sition, i.e., on the main

platform by the central pQst at the fro-nt edge, until the main guest' appears in front

of him. ' '    Thus, the authority of the `Sstanding" intermediary is, at least in theory, higher

than that of any"other participant in the feast. Nevertheless, he is not allowed to

exercise the authority at,his personal will. He is able to issue orders only with regard

to matters prescribed in.the:-feast-related･custom (tiahk). His authority never extends

over those matters which custom leaves to the decision･ of the host or the guest.

The "standing" intermediary therefore has arr ambivalent position; because the

intermediary is recruited fr'om among･the participants, his social rank .may, and

virtually almost always, is inferior to those of the main guest andlor the'host; yet as

a person who represents the authority :of the custom (tiahk), which supercedes all the

participants and gQverns the feast, he is placed at the top of all the participants.

IgfeV,",e,Wd,O.f..h,iS,,trhOled?.,",d,.tgllt(h.Ofrllil3'tlillle,tlls,!aiidi"g"intermediar.y,yviiibehereinatler

' Of the two intermediaries who lead and direci the feast pfocedures, the leader

of the working group could be understoQd.by applying the principle of appropfiation,

as stated earlier. On the othgr hand, the ambivalent authority of the director is

incompatible with the principlepf' appropriation.- Rather I suggest that the role of

the difector depends on a second'principle. According to an idiomatic account

of the director, a person belonging to the category of the "chief's blood" fatahn
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sohpeidi) is the most suited to be the director. This account is apparently concerned

with a feast held ,for, a chief; on this assumption it designates the "chief's blood",

i.e., one of the chief's cognatic offbpringsi as the proper person to act as director. In

fact, when a feast is offered to a chief, particularly to a paramount chieC usually one

of his entourage,･especially his son (i.e., a person with the closest "blood" to the

chief), -is ordered to serve as the director. Likewise, in a section-level feast held for

a section head, the head's "blood" often works as the director, irrespective of who

hosts the feast. ,
    It is reasonable to deduce that the role of the director is derived from the main

guest to mediate interactions between the main guest and the host. Let us cqll such

a derivation from the superior partner of an intermediary for interaction "the princi-

ple of intermediary". Since the relationship between the superior and the inferior

is governed generally by the principle of appropriation, the principle of intermediary

is incidental to the principle of appropriation. Yet it ,is theoretically more effective

to treat them as separate from each other. .- .

    Two.principles, one of aPpropriation and one of intermediary, have been

extracted from the analysis of processive roles which are observed in feasting pro-

cedures. Function of the two principles is not, however, corifined to the feasting

process, since they operate also in the organization of the Ponapean society. In what

fo11ows, the class structure of the chieftainship society will be briefly discussed.

Class, Structure of the Chieftainship SQciety .

    The population･of Ponape has been divided into chiefdoms, politically auton-

omoUs units, which numbered five WheniGerman and Japanese rule effectively

banned tribal warfare and solidified the power ofthe five chiefdoms. Each chieraom

was and is on a small scale and never has amounted to more that ten thousand

members.3) Chiefdoms were and still are organized into a complicated system of

classes and ranks.- ' Although the modern pdlitical system introduced by American

administration under UnitedJ Nations' trusteeship has brought new political and

economic'statuses, the traditional system of classes and ranks still regulates the

social life of Ponape.･ This traditional system effectively functions especially outside

df･Kolonia, .the only urban center on.the island. It is around K,olonia that the

modern, introduced political and economic systems'are centered.4) It is this tra-

ditional system of classes and ranks that is relevant to the social process of feastings.

      '                      ttt 3) The traditibnal political system ofP6nape has been described and analyzed by Bascom

   [1965], Riesenberg [1968], Hughes [1970], and others. Here I present data I collected

   gyns'teamndotnheproenSaUplte9f MY anaiYSis ofi the traditig,nai aspect of the contemporary poiiticai

 4) For the historical background 'of Ponapean political system, see Bascom [1965],

   Riesenberg [1968],-Erhlich [1978]s and･Hanlon [1981]. Hughes' [1970], Fischer [1974L

  ･ Dahlquist '[1･974], Shimizu [1981], .and Petersen [1982] present various aspects of recent

   political and economic change due to the introduction of modern administrative and

   ,commercial systept -, , .
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   There a're several categories concerned with traditional classes and ranks, which

appear at first sight to be very complicated. The key to analyzing these categories

is an overt tendency that these categories convey meanings when they are arranged ･L

into pairs of related opposites. '' '''
   The polysemous notion of sohPeidi (lit. "to face downwards"), which has already

been observed to indicate the main gUest of feasts, is used to indicate the ruling class

in contrast to aramas (lit. "a human beui'ng, people"), the commoner class. The

population Of'a 'chiefUom is first divided' into these two basic classes. The ruling

class (so]ipeidi) dominates the whole chiefoom as the integrative focus of social

processes in the chiefoom. Whereas commoners are organized into sections

(kousapw), administrative subdivisions of the chiefoom. .
   The commoner class is subdivided into ranks. The head ofeach section (soumas

en kousapw) is singled out from 'the mass of section members (tohn kousapw); the

paramount chiefs select those elders who are the heads of extended families and

grant them "privileged" titles (mva:ar koanoat). : HolderS of'these "privileged" titles

are permitted the prerogative of havjng their food i,n,dicated in honorifics as koanoat,

a"term which origipally meant the king's "precious food". The other members ofthe

section are rankless and without distinction. When necessary to contrast them With

those of more prestigeous ranks, they are spegifie'd as "little" (tikitik) peoplg. The

term "little" pepple is very fluid in its meaning; it can also rgfer to. commoners in

geperal as opposed to the rpling class.,

 . . A, s was described garlier,, the,Ponapean society is structured segmentally., The

people livi.ng in a.,section ,are first organized jnto co-residential families. . Those

coresidential families whose heads are siblings then constitute an aggregate of
dbresidential families. The section gonsists of these aggregates and is61ated

cgresidential faihilies which have no closely re'lated families in the.same section. The

political progess within the section is carried out, based op this rank str'atificatiQn and

governed by Sh,e' principle of qppropriation. An instruction issued by the paramount

chiefs is communicated first to the sectiQn hgads, then to the heads of family-

aggregates (usually with `Lprivileged" titles), and finally to the head of individual

families (usually without prominent titles). The contribution made by the section

members in feSponse tg such.instruction is appropriated fir,st by the heads of families,

then by the heads of family-aggregates and further by the section heads, so that the

contribu'tion is finally presentgd to entities oqtside the section, e.g., chiefs' class and

other-segtions. , In this socio-Poli.tical proces,s, at the levgl of section, isolated families

u$ually are treated and behave like family-aggregates. ,
 ' On the other hand, the ruling class is also stratified into a number of ranks. It

must be not.ed, however, that this stratifigation of the' ruling class is effected by the

principle of intermediary. This principle has a ten, dency to act repeatedly with its

own dynamics to divide and subdivide the grbup subjected to the prineiple. 'In,the

old, traditional ' pattern the chief class and the commoner class are discohtinuous

with each other, both in terms of authority and kin relationship; ･ Especially the

auth6r:ity of' the chief class is considered as:,f`absolute". /' Because pf this' "absolute"
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nature, an intermediary is required

people from the ruling class assume the titles relevant to this intermediary role.

be an intermediary for the benefit

represent the commoners against the chief cla'ss;

the relatiohship between the chief

the chief class' (fbr which he acts as an intermediary).

the chief class and the intermediary,

another intermediary. ' In this way, the ruling class supplies a string of intermediaries

who serve as go-betweens betwegn the ruling gldSs and tPe commoner class. As

a result, the ruling class is stratified into the fo11ovving ranks (Fig. 4). ' '

    The ruling class (solipeicti)i is divided into two ranks one of Vvhich is also sohpeidi

and the second rank is called kahgnen mwar ("rows of titles"), or e) en mwqr ("ways of

titles"). This second rarik, which we will gall "low"'chiefs, is distinguished from the
fi'rst rank in honorific language as apehdoh' kan or "those who humbly proceed to the
front of" sohpeidi. Sohpeidi in this context are ketitoh kan or'"those"who augustly

appear before" people of lower ranks. However, to complicate matters further,
this ruling class first rank (sOhPeidi) is furthet diVided into" two subdivisions, the hig.her

ofwhich is again sohpeidi. Two paramount chiefs make"up thi's higher subdivision-

Nahnmwark'i the king and ATahnken the viceroy. In honorific language each is
described as re ketido or "they who augustly appear before" all within the chigfidom,

We will call the lower subdivisidn "high" chiefs:, When "high" chiefs are compared

to paramount chiefs the sfatus differerice b, etween'"high" and f`low" chiefs is de-

emphasized and both rafiks areIIUmped together.into one group of. kahngen mwar

.O
l,/rie6", M.,",a."A,,.in.. 4iiY･ iP SOII. Ie COP,.`est?･ ti e F,ing 1?, furthf r.9istiriguished from the

                                    '                       '"-BIeod".and "Clan" Membership. ' , -
    Thus the king, who is at the top of the clqss hierarchy, is''served by two diffk:rent

                                                  Il

g7,zn,,,f:bksg.pg,,4, ,P.'L'Xiigid,:,Il'i:fi,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

               Rankless Cgmmoners .

   'Classes ahd Ranks in a Chie..fdom

               '
    between t6e ruling clgss and commonersl and

                      ' To
    of the rUling class, howgver, he is required to

          ' Thus) the intermediary Xreproduces

  class and the commonerst in his relationship with

            ' The la'i ter relationship betwee'n

      which is again discobtinuous, then requires
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types of intermediaries: the viceroy and the high chiefs. 'While the titles of high

chiefs constitute a rank which is next to that o'f the paramount chiefs ･in the class

hierarchy, the viceroy is of the same rank as, but positioned lowet than, the king.

Ponapean society provides two different･ kin relations'to appoint these two diffbrent

intermediaries. The ideal viceroy should be the son of the king who is regarded as

the king's closest "blood". - On'the other hand the high chiefs as the intermediaries

for the king are recruited from those belonging to the same sou (matrilineal "clan"),

or more accurately the same keinek (matrilineal lineage or "sub-clan"), as the king.

    In the Ponapean cognition of kin relations, "blood" and "clan" are contrasted

in a complementary way. While "clan" is the classification of people based on

matrilineal descent, ･"blood" indicates the relationship through cognatic .descent of

limited generations. In some contexts the "blood" relationship is discerned between

matrilineal categories or groups ("clan" and "sub-clan") on one hand and their

relatives designated as their collective "children" in the Ponapean Crow-type system

of kin$hip terminology on the other. More ,specifically, the notion.of "blood'7 is

emphasized when reckoning of kin ･relatiops is fbcused on a nodal man and his close

cognatic offsprings. For instance, the f`king's son" as "chief's blood", who is sup-

posed to be the most eligible person to be appointed as the viceroy, is, precisely

speaking, the (eldest) son of the incumbent king; on the king's death, his sons,

although still remaining the "chief's blood", can no longer retain the position as the

most eligible person to be viceroy. . .
    The "blood" of a man shares his social attributes, and, more importantly, the

social attributes of the father which existed when his child has born. Accordingly,

the king's child born while his or her father was in power is distinguished with a special

nomenclature, ipwin pohn warawar (lit. "to be born upon the king's license"), from

those born before their father's accession to the throne. It is said that this special

child, regardless of his or her oMcial title, assumes higher authority (wahu)

than that of his or her father, the king. While his ' or her father probably started his

social life with a title･ oflow rank and ascended the hierarchy to the throne, this special

child shares the social attributes of his or her father, i.e., the king's authority, from

the time of his or her birth.

    The･ child's authority is evidenced by the license granted･him or her: the child

is allowed to violate taboos which even his'･or her father must horior. When this

special (male) child becomes viceroy, he will be regarded ･as the "perfect" viceroy

with the higheSt authority available to a viceroy. The special child, no matter

whether male or female and 'no niatter whether without the oMce of viceroy, is

expected to play the role of an arbitrator to resolve problems that arise between th`e

king and his sUbjectS, which would otherwise end'iup･in failure even with the all-out

efforts of the viceroy. The special child, therefore, is the final, having even higher

authority than the king and viceroy, among the seri' es of intermediaries who attend

the oMce of the king according to the 'principle of intermediary. '
   ,While the father and other male ascendants td whoin one's "blood" can･be traced

back gain their authority through the oMcial system Qf titles, the f`blood" acquires
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authority ndt through titles 'bUt 'thrQU:gh his personal- kin relationship.with his male

cognatiCascendant. Inthisrespect"blood"hasanon-publiccharacter. Thetitlesof
the king and the heads bf latge sections are succeeded to within particular "sub-clan",･

ev, en today. This means that male co`members 'of a･"sub-clan" 'with prestige titles

are one another's potential'competitors, for they 'are all candidates for' such titles'.･

Thus'the membership of matrilineal lineage accompanies, due to its association with

public institutions, tensions of interest,･ while the."blood" is free from these social'

considerations afid characterized by･pure amity.ofkinship: ･ .' . ･. ,･,･,

Class Structure (II)

   Ponapean society distinguishes two kinds of' kin relations and applies them

distinctiVely to the two intefmediaries associated with the king: `･`blood" (the king's

own offspring) as the closer intermediary, and "sub-clan" member (the 'king's po-

tential competitor)'as the remotgr intermediary. In addition to this arrangement

a third principle is at work: that ofdualism. The king and the viceroy belong tb the

same rank, although the latter, as an offsho6t from the fofmer, is positioned lower

than the former. The relative gap between ･these two' positions is substantially

nieanirigless from the viewpoint of commoners. Therefore when the relationship

betweeh･ the cemmoners and the viceroy deteriorates and no amicable solution can

be found, an intermediary-is required to resolve-the situation, as in the case of the

king-commoner relationship. Then it is the turn of the' king himselfto serve as the

intermediary., In other words both king and viceroy can act as an intermediaty for

the benefit of each othet. L

   In corresPondence with this'reciprocity"between the king and the viceroy, an

ideal model which is adopted in the chiefdom of Kiti. dictates that the king should be

the "blo6d" of the viceroy, and'that the rankslof high･ and low` chiefs 'should include

those who are recruited from the viceroy's "sUb-clan". In other words the.chiefs are

rnade up of.,twQ different sets of,titles: one belongs. to the king's "sub-clan" and

consi$ts of the "blood" of the viceroy's line, while the.other belongs to' the viceroy's

"sub-clan" and consists pf "blood" of the king's line.. This Kiti model implies a

closed system of intermarriages between the king's and the viceroy's "Sub-clans7';

As was .noted earlier,. precedenc･ e .based en generation and seniority aligns "sub-clan"

members in an order which is at'.the same time the order of succession to the position

Qf the representative of the "sub-clan'7. The chiefiy titles ･are aligned in the same

vein; each title has a different distance,from the king Qr the,yiceroy--the nearer to

the king or the yiceroy, the higher the prestige of the title. . In this way, the king and

the vicerQy each has a line of chiefiy titles, Thus the ruling class as a whole is

organi,zed as the two `.`ways of titles"･(el en mwar) or "ro.ws of title$'?- (kahng en

mwar), one headed by the-king and the'other by･ the viceroy. ･- .

   , The Second model after which chiefooms other than Kiti are structured is not so

thoroughly based up.on reciprQcl'ty between the .king's and the viceroy's side as in the

Kiti model. -Nevertheless, this model results in an almost identical two-line system of

chiefly ,titles. This second mg,del simply ascribes that chieftjtles ofthe king?s' and the
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viceroy's lines should be recruited from' the king's "sub-clan" and the ,"blbod" of

this king's "sub-clan" (more specifically, the "blood" of high chiefs in the king's line),

respectively.

    Although the king and the viceroy'ate able to exchange their roles in their

relations with commoners, and are, at least in the Kiti model, the "blood" of each.

other's "sub-clan", these reciprocal relations between them are not contradictory'to

the prestige differential between them within the entire framework of the chieftainship

society. Reflecting the superiotity of the king,'the chiefs belonging to the king's

line are comprehensively refered to as `royal men" (oloiso), and those of the viceroy's

line as `'royal children" (serihso). Between ･"royal,men" and "royal children", not

all "royal men" are in a･ superior'position to all "royal children". Within each line

each title is assigned a number as the sign of its order of precedence, in accordance

with its distance from the king or the viceroy. ･: No matter to which line one belongs

the holder of a title with higher num'erical order of precedence is positioned above

all the chiefs with titles of lower numerical order of precedence. Between two titles

with the same numerical order of precedence that belonging to the "royal men" is

positioned higher than that of "roya,1 children". Thus the two sets of titles repre-

senting the two lines of the 'ruling class are arrqnged in a continuously differentiated

order of precedence. In other .words, among the high and low chiefs there are no

titles with exactly equal prestige. -

    This complex system of ranks and prestige among the ruling class exerts a subtle

effect on the appointment of the main guest at the feast. As already stated, the princi-

ple of appropriation identifies the highest-ranking participaht at the site as the main

guest. When members of both categories, "royal men" and "royal children", are

participating in the feast, the highest-ranking person from each category is to be

seated on the main platfbrm, in the mode of "leaning against the wall" (salidid),

i.e., in the mode proper to the main guest ; on this occasion the highest-ranking among

the participating "royal men" $hould be, seated to the left, and the highest-ranking

among the "royal children" to the right, when viewed:from the front of the feast

house. Then the superior of these two chiefs in terms of the precedence order be-

comes the main guest. However, if these -two people are in the same order of

precedence-for example, the king and the viceroy, or the No.. 3 "royal man71 and

No. 3 "royal child"-both are regarded as the main guests. Even in this case, it must

be noted that redistribution by the main guest(s) is carried out in the name of the one

belonging to the "royal men".

                '                '                        .-"The Group of Honor" and "Beings for Work"

    We have learned so far that the organization of roles played in feasting' on one

hand and the class stratification of the chieftainship society on the other are both

base on two principles, the principle of appropriation and that of intermediary.

The structural homology between the two is also backed up. by the fact that the

persons at the top of the two social,contexts are designated by the same term, sohpeidi

("to face downwards"). However, the fea.st and the chieftainship society are
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matters belonging to totally difierent ditnensions ; the former is, a process which moves

on with ti'me, whereas the latter is a structure that transcends the passage of tinie.

Nevertheless the relationship between the two is not limited to a mere structural

homology without functional linkage. Now, attention must be drawn to the cate-

gories ofpwhin en wahu ("group ofhonor") and mehn doadoahk ("beings fbr work"),

both of･which serve as intermediaries to connect those two different dimensions of

sttuctUre and process.

   The two opposites in this classification, "honor" (wahu) and "work" (doadoahk),

Make sense with reference to the' emic expressions'of the general relationship between

the approPriator and the appropriated. The appropriator "supervises" (kauntia) the

appropriated, while the latter presents "work" or "contribution" (doadoahk) to the

former. This "work" bears fruit in the form of the appropriator's "honor". Literal

interpretation reveals the correspondence between the "group of honor" and the

approptiator, and between the "beings for work" and the appropr･iated. ･'

    According to the Ponapeans' idiomatic account, the "group of honor" refers to

the king (and viceroy) and section heads, while the "beings for work" refer to high

and lovv bhiefs (i.e., chiefs categorized as' "ways of titles"). This account does not

lineally complY With the class structure of Ponapean society, since the high and low

chiefs are associated with "work" whereas section heads who are lower in 'rank than

high and low chiefs are associated with "honor". However, the account is in

beautifu1 compliance with the principles-of appropriation and of intermediary. It

is the king and the viceroy that appropriate the "work" provided by the section

head; However, from the viewpoint of commoners, who are called "little people",

their "work" is appropriated directly by the section head, and what is appropriated

by the section head is further appropriated by the king and/or the viceroy. The

"little people" are prohibited from'`ftalking to", i.e., fro'm direct communication

with, the king and the･vicerby.' Therefore the section head is, fbr the "little
people", the final appropriator in practical terms. Deperiding on context, a section

is compared to a chiefdom, in which the'section head is interpreted as the king. On

the other hand' the high and low 'chiefs become significant mainly to the paramount

chiefs'. By commoners they are regarded as being almost equal to the paramount

6hiefs. Since the 'king a'i d viceroy are banned from communicating directly' with

commoners, whom the high -and low chiefs represent to the king apd the viceroy, it

is these high and low chiefs Who serve like commoners for the king and the vicetoy:

    The two opposing concepts, the "group of honor" and the "beings for Work",

are in fact the classification of ranks based on the perception of general traits of the

political process within the chiefoom. The feast'  as a so6ial process also manifests

this classification. In a･ feast held within a section the section head presides over the

feast as the main guest, while other members of his sectiOn share roles of director,

le.ader, and workers. The feast which is held fbr entertaining the king and viceroy

cannot be regarded as a private event. It should be worked out as ait public event

of the section, with the- section head assuming the role of leader, whereas an adult

male who is the "blood" of the main guest, and preferably holding a title of high or
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low chief, acts as director. This pattern of role sharing virtually coincides with the

class structure of the chiefoom, The class structure of society may be interpreted

as the organization of roles in a hypothetical feast which is of extrapolated maximum

scale and in which the whole population of the chiefdom participates.

THE FEASTING PROGRAM5)

   .The, feasting program has multiple patterns, which ,can be regarded as consisting

of one standard pattern and its variants. Below Iwill describe mainly the standard

pattern, and the variations will be analyzed later. .
    According to the cognition of the Ponapeans themselves, the standard pattern

is composed of various procedures (Table 1). As already stated, the feast is one of

the formalities fbr receiving the main guest by means of presenting a meal. The

feast is distinguished from, other formalities for receiving visitors by the combination

of stone-oven cooking and sakau-drinking. The feasting program, particularly its

Table 1. The Feasting Program

Part I. Stone-oven Cooking and Redistri-

. bution of Food

  1. Saundo ("Lighting Stone-oven")

  2.. Kbmehlapwihk("Butcheringpigs")
  3. - lsik mahn ("Burning the animals")

  4. 0aruhmw ("Flattening stone bed")

  5. 1(bampwoaua("Coveringstone-oven")
  6.' Kiamw ("Basket [weaving]")

  7. W2zkahdo("Openingstone-oven")
  8. fre"ir ("Tribute")

  9. , Doulah ("To move over there")

 10. 'Pwoaisak("Offering"),
 11. Pwoakiwou ("Raising df hon6r") for the'

  ' baked food ･ ･
 12. . Ahmwadairg ("His [eating] ahead")

 13. Pwoakipwoak (redistribution) of.the

         baked food
 14. Pwoakiwou ("Raising of honor") for the

         raw yams
 15. I'woakip}voak (redistribution) of the raw

         yams

Part II. Sakau Drinking

     --"--t----;

 2. Loahnsakau("Pilingsakaubushes")

 3. Kbtsakau("Cuttingsakau")
 4, Pwoakiwou("Raisingofhonor")fbr
         sakau bushes
 5. Pwoakipwoak (redistribution) ofsakau

         bushes

     ------------ ･ -- ,
14. Pwoalinsakau("Groundsakau") ･
15. Arien sakau ("The second sakau")

16. ESil en Sakau ("The.third sakau")

17. Iipeng en sakau ("The forth sakau")

18. Sapwe oan sakau ("Closing sakau")

19. Dipin kalau ("Hibiscus bast")

.2i. ti)lb't'rg"'iiipWon c`squeezing the reserved

         root")
22. va?ng kap ("Squeezing to the - bottom")

23. Meng luh ("Squeezing the remainder')

2s. A'u'll'gE"liil("Tofi11again')

    t---------e--

5) The feasting 'process is detailed in ethnographic literatures, such as Riesenberg [1968],

 Hughes [1970], Dahlquist [1972], and Petersen･ [1976]. As with the political system,

 I present here what I understand on the feasting as observed through my field work･

 I put special emphasis on symbolic implications pf each procedure.
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standard pattern, is roughly divided into two parts: the first half'is made up of the

procedpres of stone-oven cooking and subsequent redistribution of foods baked in

the stone-oven; and the latter halfis devoted to sakau procedures. . , '

Stone-Oven Cooking

   The first half of the feast proceeds in a chain of procedures, ･Nos. 1--15, Table 1.

This first half can be further divided into two sections, The first section consists of

procedures fbr stone-oven cooking (Nos. 1-7), and the latter section concerns fbod

redistribution procedures (Nos. 7--15). ' ' ''
   Stone-oven cooking is carried out in two steps. In the first step stones are heated

by burning firewood. The Ponapean word soumw ("to burn an oven") or umwsou

("a burning oven") roughly connotes the first step. In the second step, foods are

baked by the heat stored in the oven stones. The traditional custom (tiahk) pre-

scribes that the work for stone-oven cooking should be begun with the arrival of the

main guest. ･ In other words, the host may wait until the guest arrives, and then

start collecting firewood, yams, and other food materials to be u'sed in the stone-oven

cooking, In practice, however, if feasting is planned beforehand, most of the yams

required are prepared by the day befbre the feasting; on the day of feasting, trees are

felled to make firewood, additional yams and sakau roots dug up, and pigs captured

before the arrjval of the main guest. Generally speaking this preparatory work

helps the host to carry out the feast procedures smoothly and eMciently.

   There is a special provision in Ponapean custom thatg when a paramount chief

is invited to be the main guest, every procedure must be executed "hurriedly and

promptly" (kdkuwaruh).･ Because of this custom advahce preparation is. essential.

However, even if the process of feasting is started in this way before the main guest

arrives, Procedure No. 1, "Lighting Stone-oven", in which the firewood is lit to heat

the stones, must start on the arrival of the main guest. As the Ponapeans do not

include yam harvesting and collection of firewood in the feasting procedure, these

preparatory works are not included in the feast itself; the feast opens with "Lighting

Stone-oven". Since green wood is used as fuel, it takes about two to three hours fOr

the stones covering the entire surface of piled firewood to become red-hot. All the

stone-oven cooking procedures are carried out under the supervision of the leader.

   While the procedures of the' stone-oven qre going on, sakau is served to the main

guest, if he is a paramount chie£ This sakau aperitjfserved before the meal, which

is called ehmwaciang (lit. "his [drinking] ahead"), is one of the royal prerogatives

which single out the two paramount chiefs (the king and the viceroy) from all others.

This sakau aperitif is also extraordinary in that it is presented only ' for the personal

entertainment of the paramount chiefs. Unless the main guest (paramount chief

in this case) likes to redistribute it to others as an expression of his personal favor

and patronage, this particular sakau is not customarily redistributed to' others.

When this prerogative sakau drinking is carrjed out befbre the meal, a man properly

qualified to be the director of the feast stands on the main platform and issues

instructions to sakau-makers. He, the director, also receives 'the cup fi11ed with
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sakau liquid from the' ground-level worker 'and hands it ovet to the main guest, or

more accurately, to the personal server (erir) fbr the guest. When no･sakau drinking

is conducted- before the meal,Lthat is, when a person othef than the Paramount chiefs

ptesides over the feast as the main guest, he is not far from the hbst group in t'erms of

social distance. When･ the two parties are intimate, the role division,between directOr

and' leader may remain obscure, and the leader, for the time being, may substantially

assume the role of the director as well. The director should stand as an indispensable

figure to supervise the feasting procedures at the latest in Procedure No. 7, "Flattenirig

Stene-oven?., ･' '･ ;    Meanwhile, the workers-capture pigs and dig out yams and sakau roots aft'er

the oven is constructed. In case all the preparatory work has been completed in

advance,'or when it is quickly finished, the workers may relax until the next procedure

begins. ! When the firewood is burnt enough, the workers butcher the captured pigs

(Procedure No. 2), in response to the instruction given by the director if he has stood

in his proper position.' The butchered pigs are then laid on banana leaves and

coconUt fronds in front of the feast house, with their heads directed toward the feast

house. The workers may omit this presentation of the butchered pigs and proceed

to the next step. Procedure No. 3, "Burning the Animals", begins with burning the

pig skin,･placing the pigs one after another on, and rolling them' over, the red-hot

Stones of the oven, so as to facilitate shaving of the hair. Then ,the workers proceed

to cutting the pig from the chest tQ .the abdominal cavity, ending up with reMoval of

internal organs. This entire pre-treatment of pigs is called "Burning the Animals".

The.pigs which have.gone thrQugh ･this'pre-treatment are again laid on the mats in

front of the feast house, with their heads facing toward the house.

    The･butchering of- pigs and ･their presentation in front of'the feast,house b'efore

and after Procedure No. 3 are socially and economically meaningfu1. Befbre these

procedures, the captured and still living pigs are ,kept in open spaces near the feast

house. There is no rule specifying the location. At this stage, the･pigs are still

owned by the supplier and have not yet become involved･'in the feast. Through the

acts of butchering and presenting before the' feast house, however, the pigs are

contributed to the main guest by the host. One could go so far as to say that the

significance .of th.e feast as -a socio-economic transaction is condensed in this transfer

of ownership, since all the subsequent procedures, could be regarded as a process to

actualize the details of this transfer. As such, in certain circumstances, the pro-

cedures of butchering and displaying the pigs can. represent the entire proceSs of the

feast. When the host finds it an urgent necessity to communicate to his guest his

intention to entertain him with.a feast-for instance, when a man of high,ti'tle makLes

an unexpected but apparently tempora,ry visit to the host-the host. will order hi's

people to capture and butcher a pig and tQ exhibit the 'butchered pig in front pf the

feast house whpre the visitor is r.eceived. These acts of the host inform the,yisitQr

that he has already been presented a feast, virtually fOrcing the visitor to stay and

accept the following performance of,the feast. ,･ Then the･,host and his peopleibegin

                                                                'preparatory works for the feast, collecting yams, firewood, sakaus･ and the lik`e. ''
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   When the stones become red-hot, and as soon as pigs and all the other food

materials are ready, the latter part of the stone-oven cooking is commenced. First,

the firewood residues are removed to flatten the heated stones on･a circular.plane

(Procedure･No. 4, "Flattening Stone Bed"). When the king is sea.ted as the main

guest, a stock ofyoung Alocasja (oh4; also called wehdand sapwekin) with two sets of

stem and leaf is bound to the Salacia post (i.e., the post beside which the director

stands). The stock of Alocasia used in this procedure is termed pere ("shield")･

One of folk theories on the "shield" interpretes it as a symbolic protection for the

king's fbod against probable sorcery. No matter what meanings it might have in the

context of traditional religious bgliefs, which are too fragmentally retained today to

be fu11y reconstructed, it- positively signifies that a feast dedicated to the king is

taking place. The "shield" constitutes one of the king's prerogatives in the feasting

Procedures. It also signalsi the commencement of the procedure "Flatteping
Stone Bed'7.

    After "Flattening Stone Bed", yams, breadfruit (as a supplement for or alter-

native to yams), and pre-treated pigs are put on the heated stone bed. Finally,

banana leaves are placed on top to cover these foods and the entire stone bed (Pro-

cedure No. 5, "Covering Stone-Oven"). Then the workers climb coconut trees to

cut the fronds and weave baskets (kiamw) used･for' the presentation and redistribution

of fbods. (Procedure No. 6, "Basket Weavihg"). The woven baskets are placed

Upside down on the smoking stone-oveh and exposed to the smoke and heat･6)

Since a considerable labor force is required in Procedures No. 4 through No･ 6,

those participants who do not belong to the host 'group often join with the latter

group.

    It usually takes one to two hours for the fbods in' the stone-overt to be suMciently

cooked and edible (leu). When･the main guest is a paramount chief the host group

Often proceeds to the next procedure without waiting fbr the complete baking of the

fbods, in order to push forward the feast "hurriedly". The foods "hurriedly" taken

out of the oven are often in a raw (amas) condition.

    Procedures No. 7 through No. 13 constitute the process of contributing the baked

foods and subsequent redistribution. Responding to the instruction issued by the

director,- the leader and-workers remove the cover of banana leaves (Procedure No･ 7,

"OPening Stone-Oven"), and carry all the baked pigs into the feast house and place

them between the seat of the main guest accompanied by his personal server and the

front edge of the main platfbrm. Coconut-frond mats (medehde) are first laid down,

and the pigs are placed on these mats, with their heads tdward the rear wall in front

of which the main guest is seated. One･pig of relatively small size is reserved as the

final one to,be carried in. This partieular pig is contained in a kiamw basket･ In

Woane Province, in the chiefoom of Kiti, both edges of the basket containing this

last pig are tied at the center with a string made of hibiscus bast.7) It is the

6) The procedure of exposing the baskets to the smoke and heat has no･ symbolic impli-

 cationofpurification. '. , ; ' ･･' -･'
              ttt t
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  responsibility of the leader to make up the basket containing the last pig. By so doing

  the leader sees that the procedure of transferring pigs should be performed in con-

  formity with the format prescribed ･by custom. The trafisportation of the pigs is

  finished with the last pig in the basket placed on top of the heaped pigs on the main

  platfotm.

      The workers who carry pigs, just baked and steaming, into the feast house at

  a brisk pace create a noisy, vigorous atmosphere. The workers. shout at each other

  to give signs. Particularly when several or even dozens of .workers earry a heavy,

  giant pig, all those who are observing the event become very excited, filling the feast

  house with clamor and vivacity. If a part of the main platform should fa11, yielding

  to the weight of the accumulated pigs, the clamor escalates and the feast house echoes

  with cheers.

      The transportation of pigs into the feast house is fo11owed by the transportation

  of yams. First, kiamw baskets containing yams are prepared, one fbr each main

  guest according to custom, but nowadays another fbr the wife of each main guest as

  well. One worker after another conveys this basket on his shoulder to'the main

  platform and places it in front of the main guest. Further, if the main guests are

  also paramount chiefs, another kiamw basket is prepared for each of them and

  suspended from the beam at the entrance of the feast house, the king's basket to the

  right and･the viceroy's to the left, when viewed from the front. The basket put

  before the main guest is called ireir ("tribute") and its contents are to be eaten on the

  spot by the guest, whereas that suspended at the entrance contains fbods to be taken

  home by the main guest (called doulah ["to move over there"]). The custom of

  this "take-out food" belongs to the royal prerogatives of the paramount chiefs. All

  the remaining yams are contained in kiamw baskets and carried onto the main

  platform, as were the pigs. In Woane, the last basket is bound with a string of

  hibiscus bast, as it was for the pigs.

      Although'the transfer of fbods which begins with Procedure No. 7 is ordered

  by the director, the work itself is carried out by the leader and workers, without

  participation of the director. The spatial transfer of foods implies social transfer.

  The pigs were contributed to the main guest in Procedure No. 2, "Butchering Pigs".

v However, the host still retained responsibility and control for cooking the pigs. The

  spatial transfer (transportation) of baked pigs implies that the fbod is now out of

  the jurisdiction of the host and is finally owned by the main guest, both in name and

  reality. The subsequ'ent disposal of the pigs is at the discretion of the "distributor"

  (soun pwoakipwoak). The director of the feast appoints the distributor, who may be

  recruited from the entourage of the main guest, attendants, or even from the host

  group. The point is that !he host and the leader no longer retain control on the

  disposal of the pigs.

      In the chiefdom of Kiti, when the main guest is the king, the distributor cuts off

   7) This custom is explained in terms of the semi-legendary history which singles out

    Woane Province as the only area in Ponqpe which has no history of surrender.
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the right forelegs of all the pigs in silence, and puts the separated forelegs in a kiamw

basket, which they hang from a beam above the right half of the main platform.

Both this procedure (No. 10) and the separated forelegs are calledpwoaisak (probably

meaning "offering"). ' ,. -'',i .
    This is immediately fbllowed by Procedure No. 11, "Raising of Honor"
(pwoakiwou). This is an open declaration of the ownership of the pigs whose iright

forelegs have just been cut off and which are to be disposed of. The declaration

shouted by the distributor usually consists of the titles of about four people, each

combined with the noun denoting the food to be owned by the mentioned person.

When both the king and the viceroy preside over the feast, and if they are accompanjed

by their wives, the "Raising of Honor" includes only the calling-out of these four

titles and their fbod names. The food of these royal people is described by three

special honorific nouns, which can be all translated as "the precious food", but each

correspond to- specific titles. The calling-out goes like this: "Kbanoat the King,

Sak the Viceroy, Pwoaniou the Queen, Sak the Vicereine." This calling-out refiers

to the appropriation of food by the main guests and their wives, and no implica.tion

of redistribution is included.

    When the paramount chiefs and their wives number less than four the declaration

may contain other persons, According to the principle of appropriation, the

highest-ranking men among all those participants, other than the'main guests and

their wives, are included on this occasion in the "Raising of Honor". In this case,

the name of food called with the titles of the supplementary persons is composed

of the qualifier kepin, and the noun denoting the food of the main guest, or, if two

persons are seated as the main guests, the food of the higher-ranking of the two.

Thus if the viceroy (or the Queen as acting agent of her husband) is the main guest,

the food of the supplementary participant is called kopin sak (or kepin pwoaniou).

The qualifier kepin is made up of a noun kapih and a linker en. The term kcipih

which can be roughly translated into English as "donated remainder", originally

means "bottom". It also denotes 'such an act in the sakau drinking that a person of

high title, after drinking a little from his delivered cup, presents the cup directly to

one of his entourage, before returning it for refi11ing. This act is not only a presen-

tation of property (i.e,, sakau), but also an open expression of special favor and

patronage the giver extends to the recipient. By reverently accepting the cup, the

recipient shares the "honor and prestige" (wahu) of the giver personally, with the

recipient's honor greatly appraised.

    The names of fbod including this noun kapih, such as koj7in koanoat, kopin sak,

kepin pwoaniou ("the kapih of koanoat, sak, and pwoaniou", respectively), imply that

the food has gone through a transference of ownership-i.e., the food has been

presented by the person who is indicated by the noun to which the qualifier kepin is

combjned-and that the transference is not only a redistribution of food but also that

of honor. Social characteristics of the "Raising of Honor" procedure are revealed

in refereitce to these lexical backgrounds. The "Raising of Honor"-"Kbanoat the

,King, Sak the Viceroy, Kepin Kbanoa,t Nahlaimw, Kiipin Kbanoat Souruko", for
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instance-publicly declares that the food to be processed by the distributor has been

appropriated by the main guest, the King in this case. The de'claration also an-

nounces that the fbod, now the "precious fOod" of the main guest, will be redistributed

in the name of the main guest as an expression of his personal patronage, and that

the forthcoming redistribution will be a favorable donation by the main guest---the

representative figures of the receivers being persons with the titles Nahlaimw and

Souruko in this case. The food to be redistributed is thus called "the donated

                                                      '                                                     'remainder of" (kepin) "precious- food" (koanoat, etc.). ' ' ･

    The "Raising of Honor" goes on almost identically in case the main guest is not

the paramount chief, the name of the main guest's food being "precious food", while

that of the supplementary persons being "donated remainder". Since "Raising of

Honor" makes reference to only a limited number of participants, it singles out for

praise the relatively higher-ranking persons from all others. The term pwoakiwou

literally means "to raise or enhance honor". ･

    Following the "Raising of Honor", the distributor chooses a proper pig, not

necessarily the largest, but one which has been baked in optimal condition. Then,

the distributor cuts a slender piece of meat from the pig's abdomen, along the previ-

ously cut opening which runs from its+chest to the abdominal cavity. The piece of

pork is narned kape'h(le ("abdomen"). This fatty section is regarded as the most

tasty. The "abdomen" piece is put on a plate of twelve breadfruit leaves. (Twelve

is the only number permitted for the leaf plate for the king's and the viceroy's

food). Only the leaves of meinuwe, a category of those varieties of breadfruit which

are famed as most delicious, are used for the plate of "abdomen" meat. The distrib-

utor places the plate containing the "abdomen" meat on the kiamw basket of yams,

the "tribute" mentioned above, in front of the main guest. The king and the viceroy

alone should be served this "abdomen" meat. When both are seated as the main

guests, the distributor makes two sets of "abdomen" meat, one for each guest. The

king and the viceroy can eat their "abdomen" meat before the redistribution of pork

and yams; participants other than the paramount chiefs must wait to eat until their

"donated remainder" fbod ･is delivered to them. Thus, to eat in advance is a visible

expression of a limited privilege. The service of the "abdomen" meat again con-

stitutes a royal prerogative of the paramouht chiefs. The "abdomen" meat served

for the paramount chiefs, as well as its service itself, is called by the term ehmwaciang,

the same as for the sakau aperitiC which is also a royal prerogative. The term is also

used to denote Procedure No. I2. The "abdomen" meat will be refierred to as

                                                          '"hors d'oeuvre" hereafter. ' ･ ･ '
    All the work up to this stage is done primarily by the distributor himself. Upon

completion of "Raising of Honor" and hors d'oeuvres a considerable number of

people, including volunteers, irrespective of whether or not they belong to the host

group, attendants, or the main guest's entrourage, join in the work of carving the

baked pork, under the supervision of the distributor. When the main guest is not

a paramount chief the transportation ofpigs and yams into the feast house is immedi-

ately followed by this garving procedure. Since carving prepares for the next re-
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distribution･ procedure, the distributor･who supervises .it is. required to make

a deliberate plan, taking account of the nature of the-fo11Qwing redistribution.

   The distributor directly controls only a limited part, even if a central part, of the

entire redistribution process of pork and ,yams.' The ･recipients of the primary

redistribution carried out' by the di$tributor are, pursuant to the aforementioned

principle of appropriation, the representatives of groupingsi found among the feast

participants.' These recipients then redistribute the food, whigh they received as

a result of the primary redistribution, to other co-members of their groups. Let us

call this latter process "secondary redistribution". No matter whether the primary

redistribution by the distributor extends to the majority of the participants in the

feast or is limited to a small number from among the participants, the.overall results

of the redistribution processes, including this sgcondary redistribution, will be almost

identical. .' ,, 'v    The only difference between these two cases is found in the influence exerted by

limiting or increasing, the number of the recipients of the primary redistribution.

As a general tendency,･ the recipients of the primary redistribution are expanded in

a feast held in a familial circle, whereas they are confined selectively when the,.main

guest is a high-ranking chief in the chiefUom. The more severely the recipients of

the primary redistribution are selected, the more apparently they are distinguished as

privileged participants. s    Distribution and redistribution are generally, termed nehne. - The nehne of pork

and yams in･a fieasting situation is carried out in the mode calledpwoakipwoak, which

also means redistribution made in this mode. The term pwoakipwoaki is made by

repeating the transitive verb pwoak ("to raise"), which is contained in the term

pwoakiwou. Grammaticaly, a reduplicated form of a verb indicates a progressive

fbrm. Then the term pwoak ip woak can be lexically interpreted as a reduplicated fo rm

ofpwoakiwou in this specific context; In the pwakipwoak mode of redistribution,

the distributor calls out loudly the title of the recipient and summons him or a person

acting on his behalf to the front edge of the main platform, to facilitate direct hand-

ovet of the article.

    This pwoakipwoak redistribution must begin with the highest-ranking person

among all the partjcipants, and be continued in, the 'descendl'ng order of. precedence

among the selected recipients. Thus, thepwoakipwoak mode ofredistribution actu-

alizes and visualizes, through verbal and physical action, the privileged honor of the

recipients, all of which are witnessed by the whole body ofpeople present. For each

individual to be selected as a recipient in this redistribution and to be called ahead of

many others, represents a great social honor which has more worth than the mere

acquisition of food. Conversely, if a person is excluded from the recipients despite

his high rank and title, it will be interpreted as an expression of ･open insult and

hostility by the main guest: andlor the host. This mode of redistribution is, just- as

the term pwoakipwoak ("to raise'1) suggests, ･is a process to praise the recipient, to

enhance his "honor".

    The wills of the main guest and the host may be reflected in the pwoakipwoak
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redistribution. . Although the fbod which has gone through "Butchering" and

"Raising 'of Honor" is owned by the :main guest theoretically, the main guest will

entrust the work: of carving pork' in preparation for the subsequent redistribution to

the will of the host, if the feast is held by the host's personal favor, or out of the

host's desire to pay respect. Conversely, if the feast is held as a fu1filment of an

obligation (pwukoah) to the main guest, the pork-carving and redistribution will be

conducted finally.at the discretion of the main guest, although there is a little room for

the host to interfere with the procedures. The distributor who supervises the carving

work is required to determine the proper recipients and to draw up a plan of distri-

bution in accordance with their ranks and titles. In this process, the distributor

confirms the will of the main guest and!or the host, as the case may be, through direct

consultation. The intention of the main guest andlor the host is important, particu-

larly when the person who provided the initial motivation to hold the feast is not

seated as the main guest. A decision must be made concerning how to treat this

specificpersonintheredistribution. ' "

    If the host is the highest in rank present he has precedence over the person fbr

whom he wishes to perform the feast. Ponapeans themselves find this situation odd.

The fbrmality of the feast includes no procedures through which a higher host can

express his respect for a lower person in a ceremonious way. So the host usually

tries to make up fbr the lapse in respect through a gift presentation. This may be

done at his option. As the "main" guest the host receives his "precious food"-

from which those "remainders" to be redistributed to other guests have been taken

away---before.anyone else, .and this portion is made over to the person whom he

wishes,to honor. The latter usually receives this gift without reluctance. When

it comes to the latter person's turn to have his title "raised" and receive his portion,

he presents this portion back to the host.

    This exchange of food between the "main" guest-host and the person is called

pakasahng, a term which originally" means that two canoes are brought alongside

each other with,their outriggers outside. This conduct implies: the outrigger side of

a canoe has so high a prestige that it is generally taboo to board a canoe by stepping

over the outrigger; to bring one's canoe alongside the other's without placing the

outrigger toward the other is a sign that one is offering the other to have interactions

of rather personal kind with the other----to hand over goods to the other, to invite the

other to board one's canoej or the like. Thus the term pakasahng connotes a mutual

offering of personal hospitality which the above mentioned exchange of fbod presen-

tation between the "main" guest-host･ and the honored person actually is.

    Redi'stribution of pork and yams baked in the stone-oven (Procedure No. 13)

is the most bustling and cheerfu1 part of the entire event of feasting. The vivacity

inside the feast house involves not only those situated on the main platform and the

central ground-level area but also the attendants seated on the side platform(s).

Beginning with the main guest, the distributor calls out the title of the recipient and

then points out the food to be distributed. If the food is small enough he will hold

it'up in his hand. Generally, in thepwoakipwoak redistribution, except for that of
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sakau drinking, not the called person himself but one of his entourage proceeds to

the front edge of the main platform to receive the fbOd. If this entourage is late in

coming, the people on and around the main platform as well as the director call the

recipient's title ･repeatedly. Many people often call out simultaneously. The

distributor, on the other hand, goes bn calling one title after another, without con-

firming that the food has been taken by the proper recipient. When a recipient arrives

late and is uriable to find which fbod he is ,to take, people from the surrounding crowd

indicates the proper food, shouting loudly, Thus, on the main platform and in the

central ground-level area, several titles are called repeatedly and almost simultaneous-

ly, together with the shouts indicating foods.

   PeOple move rapidly to take the foods distributed.･ At the same time, groups of

people get together, surrounding the distributed food, to parcel out the food as

a secondary redistribution. The feast house is fi11ed with a cheerfu1 atmosphere, in

which people enjoy their meal after the redistribution. Following the redistribution

of foods and communal meal, many people, particularly women and children, begin

to go home.

Redistribution of Uncboked Yams and Sakau

   The joyfu1 atmosphere surrounding the redistribution of baked fbods can be

maximized if the main guest is generous enough. In the yam season (isol) the host

presents raw yams as Well as the baked pork and yams as his contribution to the maih

guest. In the height of the yam season' raw yams are presented in the mode of

kehih. This･is a decorative and expressive mode of presenting raw yams in which

a huge heap of yams is dug up from one spot without being broken-up into separate

tubers, and a pole for transportation is attached on it. The contributed raw yams are

called kenengtin uhmw ("contents of stone-oven") in the same way as the baked and

                      'redistributed yams. ''.･ ' '
   Although in theory custom leaves the redistribution of baked pork and yams at

the free will of the main guest, it is expected so much by participa.nts that the main

guest usually feels almost obliged to give the redistribution. On the other hand,t

redistribution of raw yams depends much more on the generosity of the main guest.

A.redistribution of the food which is not ascribed. by custom to be redistributed

demonstrates all the more effectively the personal generosity and favor delivered to

the recipient. When uncooked yams are to be redistributed a man appointed by ･the

main guest---the host, the distributor who-took charge of the redistribution of the

baked pork and yams, or -another person-stands in the central ground-level area

and/or 'in front of the feast house, beneath or beside the yams to be redistributed.

`fRaising of Honor" begins, as in the case of redistribution of baked pork and yams,

which is fbllowed by the redistribution in the mode ofpwoak ip woak . Compared with

the redistribution .of baked pork .and yams the range of recipients entitled to the

redistributibn of raw yams is narrow, which emph.asizes all the more the privileges of

the selected recipients. , ･ ' ,
  , After the redistribution of raw yams, or when this procedure is skipped, after
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the redistribution of baked pork and yams, the host group immediately proceeds to

the second half of the feast program, "Sakau drinking".'Like the pigs before

butchering, sakau bushes----complete,with all elements (roots, branches, and leaves)

as they are collected, some huge ones tied to a carrying pole--are stored in open

spaces near the feast house. The bushes are then carried into the feast house with

roots foremost. Carriers of the bushes produce ajoyfu1 atmosphere with shouting

cheers･ (seh). The bushes are piled in the deep central ground-level area, just in front

of the Salada post, which is at the center of the front edge of the main platfbrm

(Procedure No. 2). ･This spatial transfer again implies social transfer. The more

and the Iarger the tribute is) the higher its appreciation. In order to emphasize the

quality and size of the tribute the leader sees that his workers carry in small sakau

bushes first, and then gradually increases the size of the bushes.

    The most important measure indicating the quantity is the height of the accumu-

lated bushes. The workers try to pile the bushes as high as possible, with several of

them supporting the accumulated bushes from the side. As the pile of sakau trees

gets higher, the workers must endeavor to hoist a larger, heavier sakau bush to the

top of the pile. The number and the robustness of hoisting workers, coupled with

the vivacious actions of the supporters, creates a lively, dynamic atmosphere. The

attendants also shout encouragement and instructions, adding to the noisiness inside

the feast house.

    There is a custom commemorating a contribution of a large quantity of sakau

bushes for feasting. When the sakau bushes piled in this way exceed the height of

men standing. on the main platform and reach up to the beam, one sakau bush is

inserted into the feast house through the front gable. The bush is then shifted on the

beams running through from the rear to the front of the feast house, until it is held

stationary on the beams above the center of the main platform. This particular

sakau bush is not consumed fbr drinking, but is left as it is until all the lea'ves fa11 of£

as a memento of honor commemorating .the grand feast in which the piled sakau

                                                                 'bushes reached the height of the beam. '
    Upon completion of the transportation of sakau bushes into the feast house, the

leader of the workers moves up to the roots of the piled sakau bushes in front of the

main platform, and disposes of the sakau bush placed on top of the pile (P!ocedure

No. 3). If this bush is tied to a carrying pole with strings mqde of hibiscus bast,

these strings are undOne first. Usually, the carrying pole is bound to the sakau bush

at three points. Now the sakau bush on top of the pile is distinguished from all other

bushes in that at first the central knot of string combining the bush and pole should

be untied by hand. The other two knots of this bush and all knots of other bushes

 are cut off with a machete. After this carrying pole is separated from the sakau

 bush, the leader cuts off all the branches from the bush, using the machete. The

 leader is required ･to conduct the process of cutting this particular sakau bush wholly

 in silence.

    Upon completion of this procedure, the leader performs "Raising of Honor"

 (Procedure No. 4) in a loud voice. The details of this prgcedure are no different
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from those performed with the baked pork and yams and'with the raw yams. Then,

the leader carries out redistribution of sakau. bushes in the pwoakipwoak formality,

beginning with the main guest. Sakau bushes are ,redistributed to a much smaller

number of people than were the baked'pork and yams. After the redistribution,

the.leader cuts off branches from all the remaining sakau bushes, again using the

machete. This concludes the contribution and redistribution of sakau bushes, and

the workers set about the-preparatory processes for squeezing the roots and making

sakau drinks.

   The cutting off all the branches from a sakau bush`"which is,called ciapw ("cut-

ting off" branches) in the context of daily sakau drinking, and .kot sakau ("cutting

sakau") in the context of feastL-has an implication similar to that of butchering of

pigs. As the butchering of pigs turns living pigs into food, cutting off branches

converts the sakau bushes, whose application 'is so far unspecified, into' the sakau

roots to be processed fbr drink. This conversion of usage is carried out before the

main guest. It shows him that the sakau bushes are not leftovers already used fbr

drinking, but that they are ones procured afresh for the feast: The act also signifies

that the sakau, through the act of branch cutting off perfbrmed just before the main

guest, is contributed to him, '

    One point requires further analysis : ' the transfer of ownership by this cutting off

the branches and the declaration of the transfer of ownership through "Raising of

Honor" do not go hand in hand with each other. What matters here is how to
ipterpret the procedure of cutting off the branches made prior to the "Raising of

Honor". This cutting off the branches can be compared to the procedure of carving

the right fbrelegs (pwoaisak) ofall baked pigs. The sakau, whose branches have been

cut off before the "Raising of Honor", has no special term. In the case of pigs, the

pwoaisak (right forelegs) are treated separately from the rest of the pork. In the case

of sakau, only the procedure of cutting off branches is carried out separately; only

one bush's branches are cut off before, and all others after, the "Raising of Honor".

Nevertheless, these distinctive treatments do not effk)ct different ways of consumption.

The sakau root from which branches are separated befbre the "Raising of Honor"

is mixed with other sakau roots .after the redistribution (pwoakipwoak). They are all

processed alike into drinks. The above-mentioned difference in nomenclature

between pigs and sakau seems to correspond to the difference in the subsequent

procedures.

    There is still another difference: pwoaisak is appropriated by the king as his

"precious fbod" (koanoat), whereas the sakau from which branches are separated

before the "Raising of Honor" is processed for public drinking at the feast. Whereas

the pwoaisak procedure on pigs is performed only when the king is present at the

feast as the main guest, branches must be cut from the sakau bush on top of the

heaped bushes befbre the "Raising of Honor", irrespective of the social status of the

main guest. Thus,pwoaisak is more closely associated with the king.

    Both pwoaisak and the sakau which are processed ptior to the "Raising of Honor"

are eventually consumed by earthly human beings. Some Ponapean infbrmants
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explain both as offerings for the high god, jlinihlop. ･Since･the traditional Ponapean

religion is hard to be reconstructed due to acculturation, it is no longer possible to fu11y

investigate symbolic implications of this account. However, in view of what kriowl-

edge we possess of the traditional religion it seems plausable to suggest that the feast

was served to dual main guests, one human and the other divine. The human main

guest was tegarded as･the earthly representative of the divine main guest-the god

E?iihlop who gave his name to some of the central posts in the feast house of the

perfect plan. The baked fbods, raw yams, and sakau at the feast were contributed to

this deity as well as. to his human agent; the transfer of properties among human

participants was perfbrmed through the medium of human language, whereas the

contribution to the deity which preceded the distribution among the humans was made

silently. This hypothetical interpretation on the participation of a divine being does

not jeopardize the former interpretation on the flow of property in the feast 'as being

governed by the principle of appropriation.

N

"Drink of Stone-Oven"

    The sakau roots from which branches are cut off are poUnded on the pounding

stone (peitehl), after the soil is removed (mwoat sakau). Then the roots are placed

in the strainer made of hibiscus bast (dip en keteu, lit. "bundle of hibiscus") to squeeze

out the liquid. After this procedure the social entertainment of sakau drinking

continues, often until midnight. Even after the m.a,.jn gugst leaves the feast site,

sakau drinking may be continued; there is no definite end to this sakau drinking and

to the feast.

    The detailed description and analysis of the way of processing sakau roots and

drinking the liquid should be made in a separate paper. The fbllowing paragraphs

will 'be devoted to the several features which are closely associated with the points

already emphasized in ･the description of feasting.

    Like the fbods whiCh are transacted in the procedures befbre sakau drinking, the

'sakau liquid is alsp consumed jointly by participants in the feast. The mode of this

consumption is again a redistribution based on the principle of appropriation. In

other words, the sakau liquid is first wholly appropriated by the main guest as his

"precious food", and then the other participants drink the "donated remainder of

the precious food". (The nouns, koanoat, sak,-andpwoaniou, which mean the food

of the appropriator, and which are interpreted as "precious food" herein, connote the

appropriator's drinks as well.) In all the cases described so far the redistributions

are given verbal expressions-"precious food" vs. '"donated remainders of the

precious food". Moreover, the foods are actually transferred in accordance'with

the expressed relationship of redistribution. In the sakau drinking, however, only

cups containing sakau liquid are transferred, while the raw material (i.e., sakau roots)

remains on the pounding stones installed in the central ground-level area. Excepting

the case ofkapih, which has already been described, the cups move to and fro between

the drinkers and the squeezers. Further, liquid is squeezed repeatedly out ofthe same

pounded roots. So far as the name is,concerned, the liquid drunk by the main guest
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remains "precious. fbod"-koanoat or sak depending on rank and title of the main

guest-and the liquid drunk by others is still termed "donated remainder of the

precious food". Nevertheless, the actual sakau squeezing method indicates that the

distinction-is rather nominal, and that the mode of consumption is close to equal,

joint drinking by all the participants.

    Yet, the formal and ritualistic rules which subtly regulate the methods of

squeezing and drinking sakau reveal another interesting feature of the redistribution.

The first to fifth squeezes of sakau roots (Procedures Nos. 14-18)-the first four

squeezes in chiefooms other than Kiti and Net--are distinguished from all the

subsequent squeezes with special ceremonial formats and a distinctive name. ' These

five (or four) squeezes are called no]ipwoai, which signifies, in the context of politico-

economic relations between the paramount chiefs and the commoners, "first ftuit"

tribute for yams and other crops. ("First squeezes" is a pertinent gloss for the term

nolipwoai in the context of sakau drinking.) These first squeezes, although done

consecutively, are all made "afresh", if not substantially but at least symbolically.

Enough roots should be pounded on one pounding stone for several squeezes. A

fresh part of the roots is always used to.make the "first squeezes", and the old roots

once used for the preceding squeezes are kept separate from the fresh ones, It is

true that the cup into which the sakau liquid is poured out of a "first squeeze" contains

sakau liquid which is not always totally fresh, since the liquid of preceding "first

squeezes" still remains in it--the recipient of the cup rarely empties it---and is

mixed with fresh liquid. from the subsequent "first squeeze". AIthgugh it may not be

entirely fresh, the liquid in cups into which the "first squeezes" is poured is interpreted

as fresh. This symbolic renewal by adding fresh liquid made of fresh roots is also

observed in the subsequent procedures.

    Each of the "first squeezes" is named. According to the Kiti format fbr the

"first squeezes" ceremony, the cups of the first, named "ground" sakau (pwoal in

sakau, or simply pwelo), squeezed at each pounding stone, are presented to the king

and!or the chiefs belonging to the king's line (or the section head and the members of

his,"sub-clan" in the feast celebrated in a section) ; the cups of the "second" squeeze

(ari en sakau, or simply arie, meaning "second") to the viceroy andlor the chiefs in

his line (or "blood" of the head's. "sub-clan" in the context of section);the cups of the

"third" squeeze (esil en sakau, or simply esil, meaning "third") to higher-ranking

men among those who have not shared cups of the preceding squeezes; the cups of

the "fburth" squeeze (llpeng en sakau, or simply lipeng, meaning "fburth") to a high-

ranking women such as the wife(s) of the main guest(s) ; the cups of the last "closing"

squeeze (sapwe oan sakau, or simply sapweo, a term generally connoting the final

item which completes making up one category) are presented to the highest-ranking

men, irrespective of whethe.r they belong to the side of the king (or the section head)

or the viceroy (or the section head's "blood").

    At each of these ceremonious "first squeezes" the director summons loudly for

all cups, usually two for each pounding stone, to gather befbre him. Then he distrib-

utes the cups to as many highest-ranking persons among those properly qualified at
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each squeezing, When the recipients are seated on the main platfbrm, the director

delivers the cups of the "first squeezes" to them in silence; he hands the cups to the

personal server, if the recipient is accompanied by one, and directly to others. For

those recipients located in the central ground-level area and on the side platforms,

the director, standing by the Salado post in the middle of the fron edge of the main

platfbrm, summons them loudly in the mode ofpwoakipwoak.8) In principle the cup

of the "first squeezes" should be received by the summoned recipient himselC who,

crossing the ground-level area, proceeds to the director. Although the distribution

of "first squeezes" classifies the recipients into categories and arranges these categories

into a successive order, it is readily understood that the social transfer of sakau liquid

is sttictly regulated by the principle of appropriation. ' '

    After the presentation of "first squeezings" all the cups are gathered at the

director fbr ceremonious redistribution only when he issues an order. Then the

director distributes the cups to high-ranking people. The formality employed on

this occasion is the same as that of the "first squeezes". He delivers cups to those

seated on the main platfbrm iri silence, and hands them over to those located in the

6entral ground-level area and on the side platformsi, in accordance with the mode

ofpwoakipwoak. The intervals between the director's orders provide unofficial time

fbr the workers. During the intervals the workers are allowed to drink sakau freely

from the same cups as used fbr the main guest and other high-ranking people. This

unofficial sakau is named dip en kekeu, which originally meant the hibiscus bast used

by the workers as sakau liquid strainer. Those lower-ranking attendants who were

seated near the pounding stones in the ground-level area, and who are not chosen as

pwoakipwoak recipients, are allowed to participate in this unoflicial sakau drinking.

    When the main guest is not a paramount chie£ the sakau roots on each pounding

stone are fully utilized in rotation, to produce sakau liquid after the "first squeezes"

ceremony. Virtually all participants, no matter whether they be the appropriator-

redistributor, recipients of redistribution, or workers, drink jointly from the same

cups. Nevertheless, the nominal distinction is still retained: the cups presented to

the main guest are called "precious fbod", and those to others are termed "donated

remainder of the precious food". The prerogatives of the main guest in this context

can be fbund solely in the name of the cup handed to him, and in the "first squeezes"

ceremony.

    On the other hand, another fbrmality is employed when a paramount chief is

seated as the main guest. Upon completion of the "first squeezes" ceremony, a small

portion of unused sakau roots is separated from the rest on each pounding stone.

This reserve of roots, called lopwon, is fresh, by definition. The squeezes which the

director orders for contribution to the king or the viceroy after the "first squeezings"

ceremony are given specific names. The first among them is termed "squeezing the

reserved roots" (weng lopwon); the second "squeezing to the bottom" (weng kap),

 8) The procedures of squeezing and distributing sakaa .liquid are controlled directly by

  the director. The leader does not intervene in these processes.
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and the third "squeezing the remainder" (weng luh). Custom (tiahk) prescribes that

the "squeezing the remainder" should terminate squeezing the roots in use, and that

all the sakau roots must be renewed for another pounding. This rgnewal of roots is

called aud sapahl (lit. "to fi11 again"). In reality, however, the order, of "squeezing

the remainder" is repeated in most cases. When both the king and the viceroy are

attending the feast the three categories of ceremonious squeezes are accompanied by

sub-squeezings,calledpelie" ("accompanyingpeer"). Forexample,thesub-squeezing

accompanying the "squeezing the reserved roots" (weng lopwon) is called pelii'n

lopwon. The main squeezings are presented to the king and chiefs in his line, while

the "accompanying" squeezings are presented to the viceroy and chiefs in his line.

   In every squeezing for the paramount chiefs a token pieee of the "reserved" roots

is added into the strain.er which contains used roots. Through this procedure, the

cups fbr the king and the viceroy are regarded as fi11ed with "fresh" sakau liquid.

In other words, the token converts all the old, roots in the strainer into fresh ones.

Apparently, this customary procedure is significant symbolically. In terms of

quantity, the used roots surpass the "reserved" fresh roots unproportionately.

The renewal of the used roots by adding a piece from the "reserved" roots is no more

than an ideational construction. Further, nowadays the "reserved" roots are rarely

put aside fbr the king and the viceroy; the orders given by the director simply allude

linguistically to this renewal.

    Thus the sakau liqujd drunk by the king and viceroy is only symbolically "flresh".

This fact conversely attests that it is imperative to present "fresh" drinks to the

paramount chiefs, even ifthe freshness is less substantial than symbolic. In general if

the paramount chief should eat or drink something which is not "freshly" prepared,

he would be sharing the food or drink with others, that is, his subjects. This type of

sharing is eschewed, not only because the fbod and drink is served to the paramount

chief at the same time as or later than his subiects, but because temporal precedence

implies social precedence. To be served fbod and drink after others is equal to being

served the "remainder" of "the precious food" which has once been contributed to

and owned by someone else.

    Reference ,should be made here to the general patterning of transactions in

Ponapean ,society. Two contrastive categories 'Qf prestation are distinguished:

kisekis which is usually translated as "gift giving", and irair, meaning "tribute".

Kisekis denotes prestation of goods and services among peer commoners, and that

given by a superior to an inferior in terms of rank and titles. Among high-titled

people, kisekis prestation of goods is avoided unless the giver is apparently higher-

ranking than the taker. On the other hand, the irair tribute should always be given

from an inferior to a superior. The difference in social implication between the two

categories of transaction depends, in the emic definition, on the nature of transacted

good. Kisekis is explained as giving something which is kiseh (a part, one of the

belongings) of the giver. Precisely speaking, kisekis is not simply "a gift giving",

but giving goods (or services) which have originally been prepared (or started) for the

giver's personal use (or help). Kisekis is therefore an act of incorporating the taker
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in a private zone in' which the giver exerts his control over everything effectively.

To present goods which have alre'ady been used or partially consumed implies that

the giver puts the taker under his influence.- ,

    On the other hand, iri order to make an irair tribute, one should newly prepare

the tributed goods for the sake of the tribute itsel£ The taker of the tribute, if

gerterous enough, may redistribute the tributed goods and retUrn a portion of them

to the original giver. The irair tribute conhotes that the giver places himselfin the

position of a possible recipient of kisekis from the taker. .In this context of

prestation, a transfer of goods is an expressive as well as an economic activity.

Prestation of goods prepared for per'sonal use informs of intimacy among peer

commoners, or the superior status of the giyer. over the taker.. In contrast, by

presenting something newly prepared for the taker, one expresses, not verbally but

by behavior, the superiority of the taker. It is, by definition, an act of respect.

For Ponapeans an irair prestation is one of the basic ways of "paying respect"

(wauneki).
    The symbolic emphasis on the freshness of the sakau drinks squeezed fbr the

paramount chiefs is correlated with the necessity to make the prestation of the sakau

drinks an irair tribute, and thus to constitute the prestation as an act of "paying

respect". An almost identical emphasis on freshness was also observed in the

prestation to the main guest of baked pork, baked and raw yams, and sakau bushes,

where the symbolic aspect of redistribution was somehow hidden behind the visible

transfer oftangible goods. The feast is an event oflarge-scale redistribution ofchoice

fbods which Ponapeans believe represent high honor (wahu), such as pigs, yams,

and sakau. The procedures making up this redistributional event are in final effect

Organized as the acts of wauneki ("paying,respect"), the category of human

behavior directly derived from the value of wahu (honor), The emic theme of

"paying respect" perrneates the feast: the feast is a formality of "paying respec.t",

the largqst in scale, the most ceremonious in behavioral patterning, and the most

solemn in the value-orientation of the Ponapeans.

CONCLUSION

Summary

   The findings obtained through the description and analysis of various features of

the Ponapean feast may be summarized as fbllows.

    First, from an inside point of view, it was observed that the feast has its own

relational patternr. the feast reorganizes social relations among the participants and

classifies them dichotomously into the highest-ranking person (namely the main

guest) versus all the others, irrespective of the purpose of .their participation. Based

on this restructuring, the diachronic dimension of the feast, especially the flow of

fbods and drinks offered at it, is organized. The fbods and drinks are eventually

distributed with quantitative difurences commensurate with the participant's ranks
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and titles. In the process of feasting, however, these foods and drinks are appro-

priated wholly by the highest-ranking person and then redistributed to the others.

Through this redistribution, those participants o'ther than the main guest are assigned

a status which is eligible for receiving "donated remainders" from the "precious food"

presented to the main guest. In the pwoakipwoak formality of redistribution the

selected receivers of the "donated remainders" are, thtough sharing the honor of the,

main guest, further privileged and distinguished from others who are out of the

primary redistribution. Thus, redistribution in the feast is not only a redistribution

of property but also a redistribution of honor. The regulative principle of this

redistributioni i.e., the principle of appropriation, is as much concerned with the

transfer of ownership of the property as with concentration and redistribution of

honor.
   The relational pattern running through the feast, namely the diadic relationship

between the main guest and all the others, is defined in its own terms without con-

tiguity with the structure of the chieftainship society. An analysis from an outside

point ofview, on the other hand, revealed a homology between the synchronic aspect

of the feasting process and the structure of the whole society. The two principles,

one of appropriation and the other of intermediary, on which the chieftainship

society is structured, also function in the ramification of positions and roles among

participants of feast other than the main guest. In the diachronic dimension, too,

feasting was found to be contiguous to the chieftainship society. First, the feast

procedure functions as an indicator of the social rank of the main guest. The

"shield" (pgre) prepared at the "flattening of the stone bed", the "hors d'oeuvre" of

baked pork and yams, the sakau aperitif, right fbrlegs of pigs (pwoaisak), the foods-to

be taken home (doulah) are all prerogative elements of feasts which are exclusively

allowed to the paramount chiefs, and to the king in particular. These elements not

only privilege the uppertnost status of the paramount chiefs (or the king), but also

indicate that the program of the feast is perfectly organized when the paramount chiefs

(the king in particular) preside as the main guests, and that other feasts are conducted

in more or less abbreviated programs. In short, the feast was originally a fbrmality

for the people to pay respect to the paramount chiefs.

    Secondly, an analysis of the roles played by attendants reveals another contiguity

between the feasting process and the chieftainship society. They participate in the

feast not merely to eajoy the vivacity of feasting and to receive redistribution of the

property, but, as is evident from the location of their seats, take the primary role of

witnessing the interaction between the main guest and the host. The attendants

observe the size of the property contributed by the host to the main guest ; the degree

of "respect" paid by the host to the main guest as measured by the size of the contrib-

uted properties; the eMciency and skills of the host and his workers in the per-

formance of feasting, and so on. They evaluate and criticize these variables, starting

rumors about the feast through informal infbrmation networks in the society. The

relationship between the host and the attendants is reciprocal in that they can and

often do exchange their positions. Commoners, who are usually related reciprocally
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to one another in those social domains outside political intervention by the chief

class, are organized through feasting into another reciprocal relationship between

the host who feasts the paramount chiefs and the appraisor ofthe feasting. In other

words, feasting as a social process transforms the reciprocity among commoners into

the redistribution centering on the paramount chiefs. Competitive, oppositive re-

lations among commoners are thus converted into a competition of paying respect

to the paramount chiefs through the medium of feasting.

    Thus we observe a tripolar relationship in the feasting process, i.e., the relation-

ship among the main gueSt, the host, and the attendants who are situated at a certain

distance from the former two. Political events occurring around the ruling chiefs

also proceed always through a tripolar relationship, which is made up of two parties

directly involved in the event-a paramount chief and a commoner having trouble

with each other fbr instance-and other members, of chiefoom as a third party, who

observe the event critically. The fieast is not only homologous with political events

occurring in the chieftainship society in its processive tripolar structure, but also in

itself as a political event-often an event of the largest scale.

   In summary, through analysis ofboth the synchronic and diachronic dimensions

of the feast, it has been revealed that the feast is structurally homologous with the

chieftainship society, as well as processive-functionally contiguous with socio-

political processes in the chieftainship society. This cJose correlation between the

feast and the chieftainship society will be further ascertained by an analysis of

occasions when feasts are held.

Variations of Feasts

    Various types of feasting exist in Ponapean society. Ponapean feasting is

ramified into types, depending on (1) mode of redistributing foods; (2) limitation

of fbods that can be served at the feast; and (3) the occasion of feasting. The types

classified by factors (1) and (2) above can be regarded as the standard type and its

variants. The standard type is called simply "feast" (kamadipw) without distinguish-

ing marker.

    (1) MODESOFREDISTRIBUTION

    In the standard feast, cooked foods are redistributed in the mode ofpwoakipwoak.

There is another mode in which cooked fbods are served on flat containers of various

sizes, called duhl ("dish" or "container"), to be placed on the main platfbrm, and also

on the side platform(s), ifthe main platfbrm is found not wide enough. The arrange-

ment of these dishes is called "table" (telipel). The director calls out the titles of the

recipients in the order of descending ranks, as in the case ofpwoakipwoak. Those

whose titles are called step onto the platform(s) and sit before their designated dishes.

Upon completion of this calling-out, those sitting at the "table" eat the meal together.

The feast with this mode of redistribution is described as wiahda teZipel ("to make

table"). For convenience of description, here I term it the "table" type.
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    (2) LIMITATIONOFFOQDS.

    In the standardLtype feast, only pigs (and dogs, as a supplement) and yams

(andlor'breadfrUit, as an supplement or alternative), which are cooked in the stpne-

oven, may be served as the main dish and the,side dish, respectively. Op. some

occasions, however, foods cboked by.the method generally called aimpwoat ("pot")---

involving boiling, steaming, frying, and roasting over an open fire-are served.

When the "pot" cooking method is emplQyed, taros, sweet potatoes, cassavas, fish,

fowl, imported foods (rice, dried Chinese vermicelli, canned foods, etc.) and other

food materials, which are all excluded from the standard-type feast, may be used.

Use of these materials is even encoUraged. In addition, processed foods, such as

bread and donuts which are available in town, may be served.

    The "table" type of feast is always associated with this "pot" cooking niethod.

In certain feasts of this "table" type, both stone-oven cooking and "pot" cooking

are combined. However, they are deemed oppositive to each other in the Ponapean

cognition, as mentioned earlier. Based on this opposition the feast involving stone-,

oven cooking is connoted by the term kamadipw, whether or not it is accompanied

with the "pot" cooking method, whereas the feast whigh applies "pot" cooking only

is distinguished by the term aiupwoat. Here I term the fbrmer "grand" feast and

the latter "minor" feast. It must be remembered that, although classified as the

"grand" feast, the "table" type feast involves' "pot" cooking as an auxiliary means.

Thus, feasts are classified into two claSses and three types by their variances of (1)

mode of redistribution and (2) served fbods and cooking methods (Table 2).

    It deserves special notice that the differences between these two classes and

among the three types, however, do not affbct the basic social traits of the feast.

They' are, after all, material differences. In a feast of any class or type large-scale

cooking, redistribution (in the pwoakipwoak or "table" fbrmality), communal meals,

and communal sakau drinking are common and indispensable elements of a feasting

program. ' Moreover, all variations of the feast are identical in the pattern of trans-

ferring ownership ofproperty in terms 6fverbal expression and behavior. The social

aspect of these feasts, which is the main fbcus of this paper, remains common. In

this respect the variances seen in the kinds of served foods, cooking methods, and

modes of redistribution could be deemed minor.

                   Table 2. Formal Classification of Feasts

CIass

Type

,

Stone-oven cooking method

"Pot" cooking method

Pwoakipyvoak redistribution

"Table" making

Food materials

"Grahd"

Standard

  e
  ×
  e
  ×
restricted

"Table"

   e
   e
   ×
   e
unrestricted

"Minor"

"Table"

`

   ×-
   e
   ×
   e
unrestricted
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Table 3. Feasts Held on Various Occasions

A. Feasts celebrating life-crises

A.1. Kbmadipwinkotipwoapwoaud'

       "Bridal granq feast" (maniage

       ceremony)
A.2. kamwoangkasapw
       (A small feast celebrating the eighth

       month of cdnception)
A.3. Umwunne"itik

       ."Stone-oven of childbirth".(celebration

       of childbirth made by the father of the

       newborn child) . ..
A.4. Pilendthdi

       "Liquid of breast [milk]" (celebration

       of childbirth made by close relatives of

       the newborn child)

A.5. UmwunMwurilik
   . "Stone-oven after [death]" (funeral

       ceremonies)

A･6･ Kbtamwan t     . "Awakening memory" (a grand feast

       held one year after death) ･ /

B. Calendricalfeasts. ･ ,,

B.1. 1(nmndpwinwau
       "Grand feasts of honor" (a celebration .

       opening the yam season) .
B.2. Kicimadipwinsbumasenkousapw

       "Grand feasts of section heads"

B.3. Klrzmadipwinpine"ine"i

       "Grand feasts of families"

B.4. K?idisol

       "Closing the isol season" (a grand feast

       which terminates the yam season)

C.

C.1.

C.2.

C.3.

Aperiodic fieasts

 lk apas mwar
   "Making a retu'rn' to the [granted]

   title"

 Uhiwun koanoat or umwun sak, also

  called kawawi

   "Stone-oven Qf prpeiops food" (a grand
   feast to praise the honor of the guest)

  Kesi]ipwong

   "Allnight!' (a grand feast celebrating

   the paramount chiefs' arrival one day

   before the main event)

C.4. Uh2wunpwar
       "Rebaking stone-oven" (a grand feast

     ' for the paramount chiefs who stayed

       overnight after the main event)

C. 5. Kbmadipwin aluhmwuhr

' "Grand feast of entourage" (a grand
       feast for those entourage who have

       come to accompany their lord to
       return to the lord's homeland)

C. 6. Wblie-nlit

       (a grand feast in order to save one's

  - honor after it was openly insulted)

C. 7. Kamatipwin tomw -
       "Grand feast of apology" (a grand
       feast in order to appease the

       paramount chief's anger)

C. 8. KZzmadipwinkamwurmwur
       "Grand feast of farewell" (a grand

       feast for a person who is departing･

       for a long time)
C. 9. kemadipwin kapel

       "Grand feast to make a sublime

       respect" (a grand feast celebrating a

       person's return from a long voyage)

C.10. PVelie"nlit (this term indicates two

      different kinds of feasts, cf. C.6.)

       (a grand feast celebrating a person's'

       return from a life-threatening

       situation)

C.11. 1simas
       (the inauguration ceremony of a

       feast house)

C.12. Kapidolong

       "To make [the house] entered" (the

       inauguration ceremony of one's main

       house)
C.13. Klitiirg

       (a grand feast to entertain those

       people who communally contributed

       labor)
C.14. Katepeik
       (a marine grand feast celebrating the

       first use of a newly produced canoe)

C.15. Laiduapw
       "The first fishing" (a marine grand

       feast celebrating the first fishing with

       a newly made fishing net)
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   (3) OccASIoNS.

   Feasts are diversified most widely in terms of obcasion. The occasions when

feasting is performed can be broadly classified into the fo11owing three categories in

the cycle oflife time. They are: life crises; annual calendrical events; and irregular

social events (Table 3). On all occasions (except annual calendrical events) the key

person who gives rise to the feasting can be identified. Certain feasts which are held

on the same occasion are given different names according to whether or not the key

persons fbr the feasts are paramount chiefs. Included among the feasts held on

annual calendrical occasions is the only feast (i.e., kamadipwin sekenmei) which the

paramount chiefs perform for their subjects [SHiMizu 1982], Since these feasts are

specified as related to the life of the paramount chiefs, they are distinguished from4

other types (Table 4). This does not mean, however, that unspecified other feasts
are not related to the paramount chiefs. Feasts transicted between the paramount

chiefs and their subjects remain unspecified, if they are organized for development

of the lifie of the subjects.

   Thus feasts are classified into many categories, according to occasion. In sharp

contrast with this diversity, the procedures and contents of the feast are unitary.

As has been stated earlier, the variances relating to (1) mode of redistribution and (2)

fbods and cooking method do not change the social implication of the feast, Here

the outsanding characteristic of this social implication should be remembered.

Feasts are organized uniformly as an event of "honor" exchange: "paying respect"

through contribution of foods to the main guest, and redistribution of foods and

honor by the niain guest. Occasion is, by definition, the verY aspect of feast in which

functional correlations of the feast and the broader social cdntext in which it is

Table 4. Feasts Specifically Related to the Lifie of the Pa"r, amount Chiefs

A.4.

B.5.

Cl.

C,2-1.

Pilen kodele'ng

 (celebration of childbirth made by the

'Paramount chief's wife)

Kdmadipwin se-ke'nme'i

 (the grand feast with which the para-

 mount chiefs welcome those subjects
 Who bring the first fruit se"ke"nme'i-

 tribute for breadfruit)

Re"se'n IVtihnmwarki (or Arlzhnken)

 (a coronation ceremony for the king

 or the viceroy)

Kiczmadipwin tuhk

 (a grand feast held by the paramount

 chiefs of a chiefdom in brder to invite

 the paramount chiefs of another

 chiefdom)

        i

C.2-2.

C.2-3.

C.8.･

C.1O.

Kbmadipwin poasoaroi

 (a grand feast held by the paramount

 chiefs to pay respect to a paramount

 chief from another chiefdom who
 visited the host chiefdom to inquire

 after a sick person)

Kbmadipwin. dopwehie"k
 (a grand feast held by the paramount

 chiefs to pay respect to a paramount

 chief 'from another chiefdom who
 visited the host chiefdom to attend a

 funetal ceremony) '

Kamadipwin kapwaPehle-ng

 (a grand feast fbr a paramount chief
 Who is ,departing 'frdm his chiefoom

 for a long time)

Kamadipwin tiepwe"l (a grand feast
 celebrating a paramount chief recover-

 ing from a serious illness)
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situated are most pertinently observed. Even in this respect, however, Ponapean

feasting shows functional unrelatedness, rather than correlation, with the broader

social context. This functional unrelatedness suggests the social function of the

feasting. Regardless of social context of'a feast, it will'be performed according to

its own leading theme, "paying respect" to the main guest. The formality of feast-

giving functions as a medium transforming an act, which has' functional correlations

with the broader･ social context, into a uni.taty act of "paying respect" to the main

guest. It should also be recalled that the synchronic and diachronic aspects of

feasting are structurally homologous and functionally contiguous, respectively, with

the chieftainship society as a whole. As an act of "paying respect", feasting is

closely correlated with the chieftainship society as a whole.

Feasting as the Structural Process of Chieftainship ･

    "Minor" feasts and the "grand" feasts of the "table" type are initiated by matters

of concern to family and close relatives. In such feasts the host's,interest in honor,

especially his interest in selfipresentation and in payment of respect to the main guest,

is relatively low. These "minor" feasts are, however, not wholly free from the

consideration of "honor". Suppose a "minor" feast is performed exclusively within

a small circle of family and close relatives. It implies unduly closed sociability,

forcing the host to feel embarrassed. The heads ofco-residential families and family-

aggregates, which constitute a section, are expected to give due consideration to their

honor. This consideration forces them, when holding a f`minor" feast, to invite the

seption head, at least, to preside over their feast as the main･guest, no matter how

trifling the occasion may be and how small-scale the feast. In contrast, by giving

a "grand" feast of the standard type honor and "face'1 of the host is tested seriously

in the broad context pf public social domain. The paramount chiefs are the most

pertinent persons to be invited as the main guests of the feast.

    The occasions on which feasts are held do not cover all the occasions of social

events. Many political processes are unreiated to feasts. Nevertheless, the list of

occasions of feasts, both "grand" and "minor", encompasses the typica! events which

characterize Ponapean social life: the beginning (marriage) and end (death) of an

adult life; the beginning (B.1) and end (B.4) of the period of yam feasts, or the

most aMuent season of the year; official recognition of a person's honor and prestige

(C.1); establishment of fundamentals for livelihood (C.11-C.15); escape from crisis

and danger (C.9 and C.10); encounter with and separation from family, kin, and

friends (C.2 and C.8) ; pacification of paramount chiefs in wrath (C.7) ; entertainment

of visiting paramount chiefs (C.2-C.4), and so'forth. It should be understood that

the major events that characterize the social life of Ponapeans as subjects under

the chieftainship system, and that deserve special commemoration, are.celebrated by

feasts, whether public, private or domestic.

    From the point of view of people as subiects of a section and a chiefdom, indi-

vidual social life may be seen as a temporal flow of various events and activities.

People try to more or less coordinate functionally these events and activities in their
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social life with one another, ･in order to give configuration to their life. The feast.

giving contributes to this temporal integration ofpeople's social life. Feasts'are not

merely a social event in themselves, but are situated at nodal, integrative points in the

fiow of social life. The feast functions at the same time as an act ofpaying the la'rgest

respect to the main guests, who mainly belong to the "group of honor", i.e., the

paramount chiefs and the section heads representing the paramount chiefs befbre.the

section members. Temporal proceeding of people's social life is, through feast-

giving at each nodal point, converted into "paying respect" to the paramount chiefs

(or to the section heads as their agents). ' ' ･. ･
    The Ponapean chieftainship does not simply rule subjects through direct acts of

administration. The social life of the people is so structured that its temporal

development in its own dynamics automatically sustains the chieftainship; the feast

colored with the value of "honor" is the major medium which transfbrms social life

into moral devotion to the chieftainship. Although it might be inappropriate to

say that the Ponapean chieftainship governs people through feasting, it is true that

people are incorporated into the ruling system of chieftainship through merely living

their social life. In this sense, feasting should be recognized as the structural process

of the Ponapean chieftainship.
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